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U-M's Speech Code Defeated 
Administration Planning to Impose New Regulations on Student Behavior 

by Karen S. Brinkman 
On June 22, 1992, the Supreme Court 

unanimously declared St. Paul, Minn.'s 
Bias-Motivated Crime Ordinance unCOIl'- , ' 
stitutional. Writing the majority opinion 
for R.A. V. V. St. Paul, Justice Antonin 
Scalia struck down the law as unconsti
tutionally regulating speech based on its 
content, noting, 'The First Amendment 
does not permit St.Paul to impose spe
cial prohibitions on those speakers who 
express views on disfavored subjects." 

The ruling has jElOp8l'dizedspeech 
codes at universities ~ the country, 
including the University of Michigan's 
Interim Policy on Discrimination and Dis
criminatory Conduct by Students in the 
University Environment (the "interim 
policy"). 

In the wake of the R.A. V. decision, 
the U-M's Executive Director of Univer
sity Relations Walter Harrison ,told the 
New York Times, ''The rulingisamatterof 
concern to us because some of. the court's 
(sic) opinion would invalidate part of 
our policy." \ 

University General Counsel Elsa 

was out of the country. 
On July 6, Hartford noted that the U

M had suspended the interim policy and 
would not be taking any further actions 
under it. For several months prior to the 
R.A. V. decision, Hartford had been solic
iting input from students, staff, faculty 
and administrators to craft a permanent 
replacement for the interim policy. 

The ruling, however, has prompted 
Hartford to conside~,itnplementing an 
interim version of-the evolving perma
nent policy until a final v~on is adopted. 
Although Hartford does not have the 
authority to implement such a policy, her 
recommendations are provided to 
Duderstadt. 

Origins of the Interim Policy 
According to U-M history Professor 

Nicholas Steneck} who teaches a course 
on the history ofthe U-M, the U-M had 
abolished most of the regulations (e.g., 
curfews) which had governed students' 
non-academic conduct throughout pre
vious decades, by the early 1970s. 

In the absence of such rules, how
ever, the admin
istration began to 
feel impotent 
against students' 
political protests, 
despite the power 
granted to the 
University Presi
d.ent in Regental 
Bylaw 2.01. The 
Bylaw states that 
lithe president of 
the University 
shall exercise ... 
general powers 
not inconsistent 
with the appli
cable laws of the 
state of Michigan 

including, 

Cole, who 
authored some 
parts of the in
terim policy and 
has advised the 
U-M on its legal
ity, agreed with 
Harrison, al
though she was 
optimistic that the 
U-M would soon 
have a new code. 
"I think Justice 
Scalia's opinion 
places our current 
code in jeopardy," 
she said in a tele
phone interview 
on June 23. "The 
new proposed 
policy drafted by 
Vice President for 
Student Affairs 

M 'ch I D 'd W J ke fi . h without Iimita-I ae aVI a"en, r., a y gure In t e 
tion ... the main
tenance of health. 
diligence, and orMaureen Hart

speech code debate on ctlmpus, defends NORML's 
First Amendment rights at this year's Hash Bash. 

ford should withstand this new ruling/' 
she added. 

When the R.A. V. decision was an
nounced, U-M President James 
Duderstadt who implemented the policy, 

der among the students." 
In 1970, during a strike by the Black 

Action Movement (BAM), the regents 
adopted a set of interim rules governing 
Students' non-acadernic behavior to deal 

with such political activism. Then-Presi- In one case, a student slipped a flier 
dent Robben Fleming subsequently cre- under the door of a lounge in Couzens 
ated the University Council to develop a dormitory where a group of black. women 
permanent set of rules and an appeals were meeting. The flier, a facsimile of an 
process. Ohio hunting sea-

This committee included son notice, de-
three ,students, three faculty c1ared that it was 
mem~rs, and three adminis- "open season" on 
trators. For the Council's rec- blacks. Approxi-
ornmendations to be imple- mately one week 
men ted, they had to gain the later, a disc jockey 
approval of the student gov- ~t W)JX-AM, a stu-
ernment, faculty senate and re- dent-run radio sta-
gents. tion transmitted to 

In 1973, the rules proposed " a limited number 
by the Council were endorsed U-M Gen~rq.l.e~uns~l Elsa. Cok of U ni versi ty 
by the faculty senate as well ashelpedwnte. th~ mterimpolfCY~ ", buiIdi-.,gs, broad-

, -
the U-M's student government artd SIlb- cast radstjokes phoned in by listeners. 
sequently approved by the regents. The The incident, however, did not become 
Court of Appeals for the rules never be- news until a tape of the program sur-
came functional, however, because the faced over two weeks later. 
appointments of a Complaint Referee Following these two incidents, the 
and Judge were never approved. Black Action Movement (BAM) III 

Four years later, consequently, the formed in mid-March 1987, and pre-
Council's rules proved ineffective, when sen ted a list of demands to the admini~ 
administrators wanted to remove a fresh- tration. One of these demands was for 
man who had set 18 fires around campus lithe immediate addition of a racial ha-
during final exams. Without an appeals rassment clause in the University rules 
process, the regulations were unenforce
able. Instead, the student was expelled 
under Bylaw 2.01. 

In 1984, then-President Harold 
Shapiro reconvened the University Coun
cil as administrators once again attempted 
to create a code of non-academic con
duct which would include a University 
judicial system. For years, the Council 
struggled to reach some sort of agree
ment on such a code, but disagreements 
between students and administrators 
prohibited any real progress. At the same 
time that this disagreement began to seem 
like an insurmountable obstacle, the cam
pus errupted with charges of racism. 

The First Policy on Discrimination 
and Discriminatory Harassment 
In 1987, the U-M drew international 

attention for several incidents which cam
pus activists cited as empirical evidence 
that the campus was infected with rac
ism. News articles in the Michigan Daily 
and the Ann Arbor Neu's from early 1987, 
however, reveal that activists' claims re
lied repeatedly on only two specific inci
dents. 
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Serpent's Tooth·< 

Accorxiing to a lead article from the March 
29, 1992 London Times, entitled "Russia's 
tragic abortion trade fuels West's cos
metics industry," various European pro
ducers of exotic cosmetics use human 
placenta as an ingredient in "fashionable 
face creams" for its supposedly moistur
izing and rejuvenating properties. 
Among other appalling observations, the 
article notes that, on the products' labels, 
"No mention is made that the placenta 
comes from women, rather than animals, 
or from Russia, where the abortion rate is 
one of the highest in the world." One St. 
Petersburg abortion clinic alone sold pla
centa from 34,440 aborted fetuses last 
year; the Institut Merieux, a French cos
metics outfit, "buys an average of 19 tons 
a day from various countries." Three 
cheers for high-fashion! 

According to an article in the premier 
issue of Hues, a local publication, a brief 
shopping spree at the mall can amount to 
a savage encounter with sexism. "When 
male mannequins were used [in window 
displays, in contrast to female manne
quinsl they were usually headless. The 
face was not important on them, inher
ently focussing more attention on the 
clothing." Granted, sex sells. But sup
pose that Susie Store Manager decapi
tates her female ~ins in the name 
of equality. Would she not be accused of 
being a co-opted and alienated pawn of 
the Evil Male Power Structure for having 
objectified women's bodies? 

Received by the Graduate Library on 
June 3,1992: The 1991 Yearboolc on Interna
tional Communist Affairs, published by 
the conservative Hoover Institute. An 
accompanying note explained that said 
issue would be the last one in the series. 
Expect protests by local pinko cells such 
as SPARK (a Trotskyite organization) and 
the Revolutionary Workers' League (an 
Annoying and Rambunctious organiza
tion) as soon as enough of their guilty 
white liberal members return this fall. 

"Plato had Socrates," a University 
mentorship program, includes a most 
curious entry in what appears to be a 
catalogue of histOrically Significant role 
models: "Mao Zedong had Yang Chang
chi." Maybe the program's coordinators 
should contact the Hoover Institute. 

Some students may have heard of the 
Michigan Engineer, me <i the U-M's many 
publications. Rumor has it, however, that 
the campus will soon see a new, unre
lated publication - the Michigan Social 

Engineer - published by the. 
administration's new Department of Se
cial, Historical, and Cultu~al_Revision. 

After you visit the Nickels Arcade Post 
Office this fall, you might hear one of the 
friendly clerks thank you for your pa
tronage and quip, "Please come again." 
The chances are indeed good; they've 
been rehashing that trite line all summer. 
Just remember: it's a government-sanc
tioned monopoly, and until it's 
privatized, you'll have no real choice. 

Prism Productions would not give the 
phone number for performance artist 
Karen Finley's publicist to a Review re- . 
searcher because it is a "right wing pub- ~ 
lication." The person who had the de
sired teleph0.9~ number would not even 
speak to .the Review person. That'Soothe 
way to combat the promotion of stereo
types, folks --"by example! 

Yet another reason why Democrats 
should never, ever run government again: 
Only one phone call to the Republican 
National Committee was needed to get 
certain information on redistricting. The 
Democrats proved a little more difficult 
to contact. It took five calls to four differ
ent phone numbers at three different 
agencies, plus two recorded messages, in 
order to speak to a living human about 
the redistricting questions at hand. We 
obviously need a committee with a dozen 
subcommittees to investigate such ineffi
ciency. 

Sam Donaldson, arch-liberal 
extraordinaire, questioned a statement 
made by Ross Perot in 1983 on school 
reform. Perot apparently claimed that 
too much funding was being used on 
"problem students" and not enough on 
the "gifted students" who would be the 
future taxpayers. Donaldson then won
dered how many African Americans 
would take kindly to this view. Is Sam 
implying that only African Americans 
are problem students? 

Councilwymmin Thais "Filthy Cam
paigner" Peterson obViously fancies her
self at the head of Mayor Brater's intellec
tual reformist vanguard. In reply to a 
letter to the Council using the phrase 
"man the street barricades," Peterson 
warned that p~ople writing to the city 
"should be more careful with their lan
guage." Or else you'll do what, pray tell? 
Endorse a resolution formally denounc
ingthe First Amendment? Maybe if you 
were less concerned with language and 
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dealt more with substance, Ann Arbor 
would have less senous problems with 
parking and abysmal snow removal ser
vices, dear Council pundit. 

The National Taxpayers' Union recently 
listed the 100 "Congresspersons" whose 
sponsored bills,if passed, would have 
cost the taxpayers the most money. The 
results: 96 Democrats, including the 
House Majority Leader and Whip; 3 Re
publicans; and 1 independent We're sure 
this is simply a coincidence. Included in 
the list, surely by mere coincidence as 
well, were Barbara Boxer and Michigan's 
John Conyers and Barbara-Rose Collins. 
All three were also among the worst of
fenders in the House Bank scandal. Gus 
Savage, of course, was included. 

The July 6, 1992, issue of Time notes that 
the U-M's own rabid feminist law pro
fessor Catharine 'Heterosexual Sex is 0p
pression and Marriage is Rape' 
MacKinnon is to be wed. HYPOCRIIE. t~·,~ .. ,,· , 
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Special/hanks to Toc Cae/Ii. 

One course leads to financial 
. happiness, The Easy A, from Society 
·Bank. It's the easy, economical bank 
accoullt designed tofitthe financial 
needs of the college student. 

It featiJres it checking service 
that can cost as tittle as $2.00 a 
month. Plus AIM access, a credit 
card (if you qualify), and a student 
loan package. 

But that's not the half of it. 
Easy A means you also receive 

~.,.. ' " 

\ .' '~r 

your firSt 50 checks printed free, a 
specially designed checkl:x)()k cover. 
and more. 

\ Best of all, when you· re on 
vacation, so is your Easy A. JUlie. 

July and Augus" 'here s no monthly 
fee. Yet you retain all benefits year
round. 

So call Society Bank for all 
the details. And make the grade with 
an Easy A. 

In Ann Arbor call 313/994-5555. 
Ypsilanti 313/483-3542. 

Member FDIC E'luol Opportunity l.ender 
All ~)(her tenm and funditiom, apply_ 

BANKING TAnDRED FOR THE STuoENT BoDy 
Society 

BANK 
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Roving ,P.hotographer 
! 

What Advice Would You Give to Incoming Freshmen? 

by Mitch Rohde 

Waldemar Dos Passos, PhD. in Physics: Helen Bellanca, B.S.,in Bioengineering: Daniel Sonntag, Masters in Architec
ture: Stay in schools as LONG as pos
sible. (I've been here eight years!) 

Matt Rosen, B.S. in Natural Resources: 
Work hard, but don't forget to enjoy life 
along the way! 

Remember, your education takes place 
outside the classroom. 

Don't join a fraternity or a sorority! 

_ ".,ro"I1""-' 

-- . ..... ", . 
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ATTENTION STUDENTS: DON'T FIGHT OVER 
F ALL COURSE BOOKS. RESERVE YOURS Now! 
MChigan Book & Supply's Book Reservation Ser

vice guarantees your books will be waiting for 
you when you arrive on campus. For quick. accurate 
service. please have your CRISP (registration) form 
ready and call us toll free at 1-800-765-6424 to place 
your order. A S25 non-refundable deposit (applied 
toward the price of your books) is required. We 
accept MasterCard. Visa, American Express, and 

Michigan Book & Supply Book Reservation Form 

EXAMPLE: 'En [isfi 

FIRST 
NAME: 

PHONE: ( 

f!(--

0 

0 

0 

0 

) 

0 yes LW flO 0 

0 yes 0 noD 

o I yes 0 flO 0 _ 

0 yes 0 tlO 0 

0 yes 0 1100 

Discover. Or. if you prefer. fill out the fonn below 
and mail it with a 525 check or money order to 
Michigan Book & Supply. 317 S. State S1.. Ann 
Arbor. Ml481 04. All books must be picked up prior 
to the frrst day of classes, Thursday, September 10. 
1992. All books are fully refundable up to two 
weeks after the first day of classes with a receipt and 
in the same condition as when purchased. 

[ VISA I 

ill Ri.:~Lt'''IWUl~l 
MICHIGAN BOOK & SUPPLY HAS EVERYTHING 

YOU NEED TO GET READY FOR SCHOOL: 
0 o I yes 0 110 0 I. 
0 o yes 0 flO 0 

Please fill out the aoovdoon andllJail fl along ~ilh a 525 non- Your books will be held for you wllil Thursday, September 10. 
refundable check or money order (applied to the price of your books) 1992. Please take advan13ge of !his program before August 28. 
to Michigan Book & Supply. 317 S. Slate SI.. Ann Aroor. MI 48104. 1992, the deadline for accepting book reservations. 
We are located ripht on camDUS - at the corner of North University and State Street 

THE DEA,DLlNE FOR TAKlNG ADVAflTAGE OF OUR 

BOOK RESERVATION SERVICE IS AUGUST 28, 1992 

, __ uu,_~_"",, _ _ ,,~ _> __ ~,_, ____ .~~ __ =~===~=-....::~~-==--=~_ ... _~~~: ",',_' "~'";:: .. '. 
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From Suite One: Editorials 
• :Ir'P 

P.c. at the U-M: There's No Place Like Home 
Beginning November 15, 1991, the University of Michigan hosted "The P.e. 

Frame-up: What's Behind the Attack?" - a three-day conference intended, as its 
name suggests, to discredit the entire notion of Political CorrectneSs (PC). According 
to its organizers, the purpose of the gathering was to prove, once and for all, that PC 
has neVer existed in any meaningful sense and is nothing more than a label invented 
by conservatives to stigmatize the Left. Months later, the actual success ot the 
conference remains an open question: Did it shift the discourse on campus leftward, 
however slightly? Did it clarify or convolute the debate over diversity and 
multiculturalism? Did it effectively debunk a variety of myths both about the Left and 
the Right? Whatever its lasting effects, the controversial conference succeeded in 
demonstrating one thing: PC exists. 

Drawing reporters from the Wall Street Journal, among lesser papers, and notables 
ranging from the National Association of Scholars' Stephen Balch and former New 
Leftist David Horowitz on the right to U-M's liberal law professor and arch-feminist 
Catharine MacKinnon and U-M Professor of English Alan Wald on the left, the 
conference addressed a variety of specific topics related to Pc. Unfortunately for the 
conference's integrity, it included few conservatives besides those already mentioned. 

understands that the accompanying enforcement - in addition to the knowledge that 
some professors may be actively and vindi~vely political- creates an air of political 

. orthodoxy which many dare not challenge. It is a milieu wherein "Get involved" 
essentially means "Become a leftist activist" and wherein doing the right thing 
amounts to doing the Left thing. 

Surveying the U-M campus, it takes an act of will not to see abundant evidence 
of PC's entrenchment. In the academic sphere, one finds University Course 299, which, 
when last taught, told students that minorities could not be racist. The College of 
Literature, Science and the Arts' recently adopted" diversity graduation requirement" 
provides further evidence of PC's prominence on campus, especially when one 
considers its political bent and that it was extremely difficult to find professors who 
would speak against its adoption in a public forum. The speeches of many of its 
advocates were telling as well: one might have thought it impossible to invoke the 
mantra "racism-sexism-homophobia" any more frequently. The Honors Great Books 
program has also suffered, }:laving recently modified its syllabus (in the name of 
diversity and representation) to include sever~ explicitly Marxist pseudo-classics. 

It amounted to little more than a large group of besieged and frightened radicals 
gathering together to assure each other that the modem Left is not affecting Campuses 
across the country for the worse, that speech codes are a good, not to mention a 
necessary presence on campuses, and that those who criticize diversity, affirmative ,. 

More generally, one finds Teachers for a Democratic Culture, the PC conference's 
primary coordinator, pledging to continue its distortionalapologist agenda, the Black 
Sktdent Union awaiting its next$35,OOO check from the University, and administrators 
clinging to a code of non-academic conduct which will assuredly encompass speech. 
The Ann Arbor Tenants' Union; which thrives on student funds and is ostensibly 
devoted to helping naive studeritscope with crafty landlord$;has demonstrated a , action, multiculturalism or a variety of other "programs" fot~E!ir poor implementa

tion, if not their ultimate goals, were clearly insane racist.:..Sexist-homophobic-bour- '" 
geois Eurocentrists out to squash well-meaning progressives forno good reason. One 
hopes that the conference's attendees learned otherwise. 

Admittedly, to call something "politically corred' is hardly to describe it with 
rigorous precision. And "PC thought" is surely no completely unified monolith, at 
least not yet, for although one finds widespread agreement among PCers, there is 
some internal dissent even amongst the radicals. PC is neither synonymous with 
"radical" nor "liberal," yet many liberal-left ideologies inform its tenets (if so formal 
a term is appropriate) or political stances. Its scope is not limited to coercive "solu-
tions" premised on a philosophy of social engineering for the sake of a sensitive and 
diverse society, for its adherents often advocatespeech codes and racial quotas (the 
chic term is "target figures"). The PC bogey generally promotes ideologies ranging 
from radical feminism to neo-Marxism and postmodem literary criticism. 

Perhaps the Simplest way to conceptualize PC is in terms of institutionally 
enforced sensitivity. The term "sensitivity" can be misleading, however, unless one , 

close alliance with the Homeless Action Comm,itte (HAQ), a group known by the 
slogans, "House people, not cars," and "Housing is a risht, not a privilege." Not only 
would HAC have the U-M get into the low-income housing business, but its members 
would gladly exercise their "right" to your in~e in order to provide housing for the 
homeless. ,,~,"">"" :,.:, ". ,,; .. 

Many of these programs and undertakings began before the term PC grew 
popular - and it would probably be false to say that these programs arose out of a PC 
mentality anyway. It would be truer to say that PC's chilling orthodoxy is what has 
sustained them and sheltered them from open criticism by many students and 
professors alike. So, in retrospect, the PC conference was amusin& if not convincing, 
and telling, although perhaps not in the way intended. (There was a certain entertain
ing paradox, of course, in watching so many impaSSioned people congregate to 
discuss something which they deny exists.) But when respected professors and 
administrators publicly defend the self-evidently nonsensical, one must wonder: Do 
these folks have their heads buried in the sand, or lodged somewhere much darker? 

Planning for Academic Sanity 
So you say that you have already chosen a concentration, or perhaps that you 

dread the day when you will have to declare one. Well, you will probably change your 
decision, whenever it comes, at least once in the next four years - and that's not 
necessarily a bad thing. As you gain a better sense of where your academic interests 
lie, partly through hearsay about various programs, but more influentially, one hopes, 
through ex~rience and introspection, you may find yourself reconsidering whatever 
academic course you had envisioned yourself following. Unfortunately for many 
students, such reflection and soul-searching come too late in their academic careers for 
them to respond satisfactorily. It is well worth your effort to begin planning an 
education worthy of the time, energy and money that you will invest in it. 

Although it may seem too obvious to forget, be certain to note the requirer;nents 
for a prospective concentration. Regardless of your chosen concentration, you will 
almost certainly have to juggle your schedule around a job, a fraternity or sorority, a 
sport or some other student organization - and perhaps a social life, too, if you're 
lucky. A helpful exercise, therefore, especially if you are dual-majoring (as 1,403 
undergraduates were doing as of last Fall) is to ascertain how many courses can 
eliminate two requirements. Such planning can eliminate needless repetition of 
material and open up numerous opportunities to take intriguing classes which you 
might otherwise have had to forego. 

Similarly, you should remember that it is possible to design your own major, in 
both the limited &eMe that you can shape the focus of your concentration by the 
courses you eeled to fiB its requirements and in the broader sense that you can literally 
invent a map.- through the Individualized Concentration Program. 

_ . Jtjs also ad~le~seek ~'!~t'!~to filly~ ~b\ltion ~rol 

The selection of these courses should be taken seriously and given ample thought 
rather than treated as a cumbersome need to find shallow "blow-off" courses, 
although many students treat these requirements superficially. You should select 
those classes which will compliment your program of study by provfding you with a 
variety of academic experiences and leave you feeling intellectually and experientially 
satisfied, not wishing that you had done otherwise. 

If you have Advanced Placement credits, it can be stimulating to use them not as 
excuses for avoiding courses in a given field but instead as stepping stones to upper
level courses. The U-M is a fine educational institution, but it is possible to graduate 
without having gained much valuable knowledge. Because the U-M lacks a core 
curriculum, there is no mechanism in place to guarantee your exposure to a worthy 
body of knowledge. Your only safeguard is your careful judgement. 

However earnest your planning may be, it can only be as sound and reliable as the 
information on which it is based. Despite the self-assured friendliness of seemingly 
helpful counsellors, you must learn not to trust them entirely. The confusion that many 
students experience as a result of academic counseling would be easily avoidable if 
they educated themselves by carefully reading information in course bulletins regard
ing distribution and concentration requirements. Another source of information that 
one must interpret skeptically is Advice. Published by the Midrigan Student Assembly, 
Advice does its best to collect students' ratings of professors. But as you will see, 
students often take lightly Advice's poorly worded ~erm surveys. Perhaps 
the best advisors are the upperdassmenand professors whom you will meet. 

Remember, most importantly, that four years is shorter than it sounds. Rise to the 
challenge theU-M can pose, but do so with forethought and measure. 
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But Wait, There's Muir ',' il; /r 

"Voluntary Resignation" may be a Cover-Up 
Administrators Say Affirmative Action Director was Forced Out, Partly for P.C. Blunders 

by Jeff Muir 
The June 8, 1992, University Record, 

the official newspaper of the University 
of Michigan administration, reported that 
Director of Affinnative Action and Spe
cial Advisor to the President Zaida 1. 
Giraldo would be voluntarily resigning. 
The Review, however, has learned that 
Giraldo, who has held her positions since 
1989, was in fact pressured by high-level 
University officials to resign her direc
torship. Giraldo said that as of July she 
will "serve as 
special adviser 
to the presi
dent, on leave, 
so that I will 
have time to 
work on the 
book I have be
gun on affirma
tive action," 
she told the 
Record. Giraldo 
was allegedly 
persuaded to 
leave "volun
tarily" only af
ter strict agree
ments of confi
dentiality were 
made by those 
in d iv i dual s 
who were most 
centrally in
volved in initi
ating her removal. According to sources 
within the administration, this sort of 
arrangement is quite common in contro
versial personnel decisions, such as 
Giraldo's. 

Giraldo's forced resignation is the 
first public sign of .trouble within the 
team of administrators assembled by 
University of Michigan President James 
J. Duderstadt to pursue aggreSSively the 
goals of the Michigan Mandate, a set of 
programs dealing with diversity, multi
culturalism, affirmative action and ,other 
so-called 'politically correct' initiatives. 
Giraldo's position made her an influen
tial voice in Duderstadt's MichiganMan
date, and her removal - not to mention 
the administration's apparently inten,
tional obfuscation of the real reasons for 
her departure - may be far more serious 
issues than the U-M is willing to admit 
publicly. 

Sources agree that Duderstadt landed: 
his presidency largely because he con
vinced the board of regents that he would 
best be able to deal with the .fallout from 

several raCially-tainted incid~nts which 
occurred on campus in the late 1980s. 
Before his appointment as university 
president, Duderstadt served as provost, 
the number-two position within the U
M administration, during which time he 
fonnulated and began to implement 
many of the programs that eventually 
came to constitute the Michigan Man
date. 

These programs Originated as a se
ries of initiatives meant to quell accusa

tions that the 
U-M was a 
hotbed of 
"institutional 
racism." The 
Manda te "; 
however, hai 
come under 
fire almost 
since its in
ception, with 
radical and 
liberal mem
bers of the U
Mcommunity 
decrying it as 
in ef f ec t u al 
while more 
moderate and 
conservative 
members of 
the U-M 
community 
claimed that it 

was overly broad and itself an example 
of political correctness and 'reverse rac
ism.' 

Sources claim that several incidents 
which took place early in Giraldo's ten
ure - some of a political nature, some of 
a more personal variety - undermined 
her standing. As a result, she was neither 
well regarded nor well received by her 
administrative peers. According to one 
source, relations among the staff at the 
Affirmative Action office this past year 
have been rather tense. And while staff 
and administrators are being tight
lipped, at least on the record and to the 
press, the actual circumstances and na
ture of Giraldo's departure are common 
knowledge within the Affirmative Ac
tion Office. Two incidents during 1991 
apparently contributed to her being 
forced to step down after only three years 

. on 'the job. First, irian ihterview in the 
January 1991 Review, Gitaldo madesev
eralinflamrnatory and seemingly racist 
statements. 

"All whit~s bear the burd~n for rac-

ism and past discrimination, regardless official University communications. 
of their personal background, and re- Many administrators were appalled at 
gardless of whether or not they person- what they saw as an infringement on 
ally had discriminated," she was quoted their freedom of expression and a clear 
as saying. Following the publication of over-stepping of Giraldo's authority, 
her comments, an infonnal, behind-the- who, sources claim, was the main force 
scenes investigation was instituted by behind the policy and the memo. 
several U-M administrators who found Attempts were made to speak with 
such rhetoric disturbingly inappropriate Giraldo about her resignation, but she 
for someone of her stature. In response, failed to respond to the Revie'w's inquir-
Giraldo denied making the inflamma- ies, which included telephone messages 
tory statements, and claimed that the left at her home number. Although the 
Review writer had actually fabricated the University Record reported that Giraldo 
entire section of questionable remarks. would be continuing in her duties as 

Around the same time, a con trover- director of affirmative action through 
~ial memo co-signed by Giraldo and June 30, when her resignation becomes 
Executive Director of University Rela- effective, attempts to reach her at the 
tions Walter Harrison was sent out to all Affirmative Action Office were met with 
upper-level U-M administrators, includ- curt replies of, "She does not work here 
ing department heads, deans, assistant anymore." 
deans, and others. The letter instructed ---.-------.---. --
these administrators to use only pre- Jeff M~r, a f~rmer executive editor of 
determined, University approved Ian"" -.~ RevIew, will graduate from the U-M 
guage when referring to homosexualsin _m_A_u.;;gu~s_t. _________ ........ _ 
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Some Reflections on SpeeCh Codes 
by Adam DeVore 
Ubi Libertas Creedit, Audet Libert Nemo Lnqui 

- Publilius Syrus 
("Whet<! Liberty H .. Faller\, No One l:Ams to Speak Free!y") 

The inverse is undoubtedly equally 
true, and it is precisely when liberty, the 
philosophical fundament of our nation, 
comes under attack - especially at and 
by the institutions which shape the lead
ers of tomorrow - that the most 
unswerving defense of that liberty be
comes imperative for those who wish 
that our Republic survive the tests of 
political faction and time. Despite ad
ministrative rhetoric suggesting that the 
University of Michigan may abandon its 
Interim Policy on DiSCriminatory Con
duct and replace it with a policy which 
prohibits certain kinds of conduct, the 
most recent draft of said replacement 
would include speech among a host of 
other behaviors to be regulated. 

In the wake of the unanimous RA.V. 
v. St. Paul decision, .handed down by the 
U.S. Supreme Court on June 22, 1992, it r-----------:-1 
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appears that the U-M must add another - Public institutions, and indetd any ating the former - yet it can often be 
embarrassing mark to its already shoddy institution which thrives on taxpayer- difficult, if not impossible, to guess what 
First Amendment record: the U-M un- derived state funding, should have to a code covers and what it does not. Con-
abashedly asserted the constitutionality operate under the same laws which guide sequently, the chilling effect created by a 
of its Interim Policy even after a simi- the state. Any speech code at such an code often affects more kinds of speech 
larly-premised, content-based code at institution, therefore, should comply than the code was intended to curtail. 
the University of Wisconsin was found with the Constitution, and more specifi- When speech is constrained and rendered 
unconstitutional. cally, the First Amendment and the stand- punishable on the basis of its content, no 

The R.A. V. decision held that a 5t. ing interpretation of it. Virtually any ar- one dares to speak freely. 
Paul, Minn. law banning symbols of ra- ticulation which would legitirrtately be Advocates of a speech cod~ may re-
cial hatred was unconstitutional. St. punishable under such a code would ply that such concern over a chilling ef-
Paul's "Bias-Motivated Crime Ordi- already be so under the law, be it federal, fect is histOrically unwarranted, for laws 
nance," adopted in 1989, had made it a state, or local (although the desirability against libel and slander have not muted 
misdemeanor to place symbols on pri- of such speech-infringing laws remains Americans as of yet. 
vate or public property that engender questionable). Consider, for instance, that Such an argument errs in supposing 
1/ anger, alarm, or resentment" on the ba- according to the U-M's own statistics, 85 that laws against slander, libel and other 
sis of "race, color, creed, religion or gen- percent of the complaints lodged under forms of traducement have .notchilled 
der." The majority opinion, written by th~ Interim Policy during the 1989-90 speech which should have been left alone. 
Justice Antonin Scalia, clearly jeopardizes year fell under the rubric "sexual harass- He who cites existing laws (which argu-
the U-M's Interim Policy - perhaps most "ment." In view of the manyrelevartt ex- ably may have a chilling. effect) as empiri-
directly when l)e~tes that under the St.", tant laws, a constitutional speech code is cally demonstrating that there has been 
Paul law, "Displays containing abusive essentially superfluous by definition. no such effect PJetands to know the 
invective, no mattefhow vicious or se- . unknowlable. '--,. specifically, what has 
vere, are permissible unless they are ad- • Even assuming that a speech code gone unsaid. 
dressed to one of the [Ordinance's] speci- would be enfo,.cedfairlya1f4imp~rtially, .... ""'-€ode ~dvocates'reliance upon ex-
fied disfavored topics .... The First it would nevtrthelts$,h .. vea'Chilling¢' ~1afitlawa$;p~~t~ftiJtht;lt~ .. " , 
Amendment does not permit st. Paul to effect on the community's discourse, an tion and legislation is revealing fn an-
impose special prohibitions on those effect which impairs speech beyond that other way as well. Many who defend 
speakers who express views on disfa- which the University administration speech codes also assure us, quite ea-
vored subjects." intends to suppress. The U-M's original gerlyand confidently, that their propos-

The U-M has demonstrated through speech code, for instance, was overturned als will not ~/snowball" or grow into more 
a series of constitutional blunders (in- by U.S. District Judge Avern Cohn when pervasive, quasi-Orwellian supervision. 
cluding the adoption of its original speech Wesley Wynne, a graduate student in Yet in citing extant law as a precedent for 
code, its Interim Policy and its attempt to biological psychology, feared that the and a defense of speech codes' legiti-
exercise prior restraint on the National theorizing required for a scientific re- macy, they embody and exemplify the 
Organization for the Reform of Mari- search project regarding possible con- animus of the snowballing mechanism. 
juana Laws (NORML) this Spring) that it nections between human behavior and Those who fear a snowball effect do 
cannot be entrusted with the duty of race or gender might not argue that it will oc-
protecting students' liberties - not even itself constitute a vio- • cur consciously and by 
against the protestations of a vocal mi- lationofthecode.5uch Maturtty and design. Their worry is 
narity of students on campus who would research is plainly not that each added law will 
privilege enforced sensitivity to consti- the intended scope of CU I tura I be cited, in good con-
tutionally guaranteed liberty. many speech codes,. science, as precedent for 

My reasons for opposing speech yet only the most na- re'tnement can an itsy-bitsy, teensy-
codes at institutions of higher learning ive or so-called "po- J. j • weensie bit more regu-
are many; the following represents but a litically corred" e ltmtnate lation. Code advocates 
survey of them. among us could deny. who defend their pro-

that speech codes have stuptd offen- posal by reference to 
- Despite the prominence of a few 

highly-publicized cases of racist vitriol, 
America's campuses are not seething with 
bigots who verbally denigrate women 
and minorities on a routine basis. Al
though advocates of speech codes often 
point to certain instances where indi
viduals have voiced vile invective with 
the apparent intent of besmirching oth
ers, such incidents are neither common 
nor the only kind of language which 
speech codes can be used. to curtail. Some 
speech codes even prohibit inappropri
ately directed laughter and the suspi
cious exclusion of an individual from a 
conversation. 

a chilling effect on free . ' c;:urrent regulations gov-
discourse and open slve language. erning libel and slander 
inquiry. •• therefore reveal their 

Indeed, speech LegIslatIon ownblin~tothenu-
codes can function ances of the snowball 
"effectively"through cannot. effect's insidious ani-
but two means: they mating dynamic. 
may either attempt to Alternatively, some 
prevent certain types of disapproved may suggest that a code's chilling effect 
speech by frightening people into speak- is desirable, for if it really accrues, it will 
ing with only the utmost caution, or they eliminate racist, sexist and similar invec-
may seek to create a deterrent by threat- tive. It is implausible, however, to be-
ening various punishments for saying lieve that in an enraged or emotional 
the wrong things. The problem is that the moment - when degrading epithets are 
latter, which is the mechanism that speech cast - one will insult one's adversary 
codes employ, cannot exist without cre- tactfully or with the requisite politeness 

'''''''''''''''''''~'''''''N''''''''''''''''''" "''';V-''''-'''''''''''''~'''''',T'''''','<Y<'t'""~"""",, """""J:V;',",WP~~ U;ts;:oJiU Sil 
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apparently mandated by speech codes. gin to resent the administration's conde- conservative to dassicalliberal journal, . 
Maturity and cultural refinement can scension. Our well-meaning social engi~ as to the undesirability of speech codes 
eliminate stupid, offensive language. Leg- neers should be more thoughtful. - even though the papers are exempt 
islation cannot. Speech code apologists also neglect under the University of Michigan's in-

The discourse stifled by a code's chill- to consider the educational and shaping terim policy. We must not succumb to a 
ing effect, therefore, will often consist effect speech codes have on those indi- mentality which, in the name of sensitiv-
only of that which goes unuttered due to viduals who exercise them. He who in- ity, advocates the thwarting of liberty 
fear. That invective-laden speech which vokes such a code learns, if anything, and the transgression of constitutional 
codes are touted as guarantees. It is terri-

eliminating cannot be lit 11 t th· k h· t . 11 d fying and ironic that 
abolished effectually appea 0 you a 0 In IS onca y ... an there are powerful in-

by any constitutional resist the bitter temptation which has again dividualswhowould 
legislation whatso- • • • priVilege the pursuit 
ever. been sweetened by poittlcal cIrcumstance. of their partisan 

Critics may note agenda - a pursuit 
that our country's made pOSSible by our 
laws against murder, for instance, do not that when he encounters a social ill, it is Constitution - over the obligation to 
completely prevent homicide, just as sufficient to respond to it by appealing to respect the letter and intent of that very 
speed limits do not eliminate speeding. the relevant governing body. He learns document. 
The partial fallibility of any law, they to abdicate his responSibility to attempt 
may argue, does not provide a reason to the moral suasion of those who trans-
foresake it. gress the community's accepted norms. 

What such criticism neglects to con- (The "transgressor," of course, must be 
sider is that the freedom of speech, un- Ie£! free to defend his views in an effort to 
like a "freedom of killing" or "freedom of persuade his peers o~ his righteousness.) 
speeding/' is essential to the defense and The accuser's r~(ant "lesson," further-

I do not mean to excuse from respon
sibility those who say hurtful, denigrat
ing things either publicly or in private 
(should their words be revealed by an 
untrustworthy confidante), One's exer-

" cise of free speech entails a responsibility 
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code, or to their peers and the social 
norms that the community establishes 
and enforces through moral suasion. Leg
islated norms damage the social fabric 
and encourage dependent, victimhood 
mentalities among the offended. Sponta
neous solutions affirm the voices of vic
tims as important contributions to the 
community as forces for moral suasion 
and thereby strengthen the social fabric. 

It is with the preceding in mind that 
I appeal to you all to think historically, 
espeCially about the perpetually recur
ring attempts (sometimes by the Right, 
sometimes by the Left) to limit our First 
Amendment guarantees in the name of 
some higher social good, and resist the 
bitter temptation of authoritarian irratio
nalism which has again been sweetened 
by political circumstance; resist it 
stalwartly, with vigor and pride, and 
protect our society against the haunting 
specter of state-sponsored retribution for 
politically unpopular utterances. 

preservation of liberty. The Supreme more, is a dangerous one which con- for the material consequences that one's Adam DeVore is a senior in philosophy 
Court has noted repeatedly that the Jib- dones - and even promotes - an atti-
erty of free speech must be preserved tude of helplessness and entails a tacit 
and sheltered from restriction more care- yet powerful affirmation of his 
fully than other rights. One must err on victimhood rather than providing an op-
the side of caution, taking care to avoid portunity to affirm the validity and influ-
setting dangerous precedents, when deal- ence of his voice as a part of the 
ing with the First Amendment. community's dialogue. 

- Spontaneous social forces make 
speech codes unnecessary. Any commu
nity can establish acceptable norms of 
behavior for its members, norms which 
are enforced not by law but rather by the 
knowledge that an'egregious deviati on 
from those norms' will result in the 
community 's turning a bitterly disap
proving eye upon the transgressor. It is 
for this reason that a community can 
convince a 7-Eleven shop not to market 
Penthouse, it is for this reason that people 
do not burst into profane tirades while 
dining in fine restaurants, and it is for 
this reason that only th~ most crude and 
uncultured hooligan would dare to strip 
the veil from a Muslim woman's face . 

-Speech codt'S hann their allegeti ben
eficiaries, and the social fabric in gen
eral, to the extent and degree that they 
are employed, for their exercise incul
cates an attitude of irresponsibility . Uni
versity administrators who defend 
speech codes frequently do so on the 
grounds that such codes, and the sanc
tions they permit, can serve as helpful 
educational tools for crafting the 
uncultured into sensitive, socially con
scious people. Many proponents of 
speech codes with re--€ducational pun
Ishments treat lightly the possibility that 
coercive re-education may well backfire 
when those sanctioned under them be-

- To the extent that speech codes are 
applied fairly to those individuals whom 
administrators would say require re-edu
cation, they nevertheless address merely 
a symptom, not the cause, of the social 
ills they seek to cure. When bigots know 
that they may suffer penalties for utter
ances which reflect their beliefs, they need 
but refrain from bigoted commentary in 
public. Such restraint, granted, may in 
some cases result from a code's chilling 
effect. Successful self-restraint, however, 
if it arises not from one's moral convic
tions but rather from a fear of retribution, 
only creates the appearance that sexists 
and racists are an extinct species: their 
ingrained hatred will not have cli~solved, 
The resultant false appearance is detri
mental insofar as it obscures from our 
view those community members who 
are most in need of moral suasion. 

-The debate over speech codes is not 
merely a clashing of the Left and the 
Right - it is a debate about the nature of 
intellectual freedom and the proper role 
of the government and the University 
(the march of the State through the Aca
deme) in regulating it. The merest survey 
of popular and scholarly writing reveals 
the absence of a dear political division: 
the Michigan Daily, a traditionally lib
eraJ-left newspaper, has recently agreed 
with the lvlichigan Review, traditionally a 

speech may have. But the question is and Spanish and the editor-in-<hief of 
whether individuals should be respon- the Review. 
sible to a coercive, University-sponsored o" ., ... ,..;.;';...'"'-~'------------
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Seeking Solitude for Satisfying Study 
by Jim Waldecker 

Incoming Universlty of Michigan stu
dents who remain intent upon studying 
only in their dormitory rooms are in for 
an unpleasant surprise. A critical prepa
ratory task for any U-M student is to 
locate those few acc~ble islands of tran
quility that provide an adequate, if not 
ideal, setting for the absorption of aca
demic esoterica - i.e. places where one's 
greasy, flatulent roommate is not blast
ing obnoxious music while fondling a 
drink with his left hand and his signifi
cant other with his right. 

Two sufficient locations are the ref
erence room of the Harlan Hatcher 
Graduate Library (the "Grad") and the 
reading room of the Law Library. The 
Grad's reference room occupies the north 
end of the second floor, while the Law 
Library's reading room is located on the 
south side of the Law Quad, accesible by 
a small set of steps in the courtyard. This 
room is unfortunately the only room in 
the Law Library where undergraduates 
are allowed. Both the Grad's reference 
room and the Law Ubrary's reading room 
would be ranked equally in their useful
ness for studying if not for the Law Quad's 
aesthetic advantage. Either location is 
suitable for all-day individual study ses
sions, but neither is suitable for group 
projects, team activities, group lab report 
fudging, or other activities which involve 
discussion. . , 

The cublcles Jound on the upper 
floors of the south stacks of the Grad are 
excellent study centers as well, although 
they tend to fill up rather quickly during 
mid-terms and finals and reliably an
tagonize even the slightly claustropho
bic. A good alternative to the cqbicles, 
the Asia Library, can befound on the 
fourth floor of the Grad's north building. 
It tends toward the quiet, although one 
occasionally hears people conversing 
softly in one of several east Asian lan
guages. 

Many other libraries exist on Central 
Campus that are worth noting as prime 
studying locations, including the Under
graduate Library ("the UGLi") which, 
contrary to popular opinion, can be a 
useful location provided that one selects 
a sufficiently remote corner of it for in
tense study. For students whose sched
ules make daytime Ct' early evening study 
impractical, a 21-hour-a-day study fa
cility is expected to be housed in the 
UGLi. 

The Alfred Taubman Medical li
brary, located near the caner of Catherine 
st. and west Medical Center Drive, is a 

quiet, serious place ideal for those who 
require silence but find encouragement 
in seeing occasional passersby pearing 
typically strung-out, "I-haven't-slept
for-days" looks on their faces. 

Smaller libraries, such as the Tanner 
Philosophy Library on the second floor 
of Angell Hall and the Fine Arts Library 
on the second floor 
of Tappan Hall, of
ten provide cozy 
retreats as well. 
The Koessler li
brary on the third 
floor of the Michi
gan League is also 
a treasure for seek
ers of solitude, as 
are the other study 
rooms the League ..... 
maintains. partieti~· 
larly appealling is 
the fact that food 
and drink are per
mitted in the 
League's study 
rooms. The first 
floor of the Michi
gan Union also 
boasts comfort
able, nicely deco
rated reading rooms, although food and 
drink are technically prohibited. 

DOrmitory lounges, another popu
lar alternative, suffice only under certain 
conditions, most importantly that one 
avoid those which contain pianos; music 
aficionados in "poetic" moods tend to 
congregate there, usually at the times 
when you wish to study. Some of the 
more notable study lounges are the (for
merly) Blue Carpet Lounge in Alice 
Lloyd, the basement lounge in Mary. 
Markley Hall, and some of the smaller 
cubbyholes tucked away in the corners 
of Bursley and East Quad, among others. 
Because they are within dormitories, 
these lounges are vulnerable to invasion 
by one's "friends" and large, raucous 
study groups more interested in their 
pizza than their project. 

While on the subject, a small warn
ing about study groups seems in order. 
No matter what any teaching assistant 
(T A) or lecturer recommends for any class 
(organic chemistry is notorious in this 
respect), study groups should be treated 
as "bonus time," an accompaniment to 
regular study, not a replacement for or 
an integral part of it. In general, group 
studying only helps those who are weeks 
behind in a class and CO:lstitutes little 
more than a bothersome waste of time 

'f'i"~! '. ~ ..... ) f"~:·J;· ."\ ,,"'I'} r 7,;' / ~"l-'. '-. ~ 

for those who have kept abreast of their 
coursework. Those who are vastly be
hind would probably benefit even more 
by spending a few hours in an isolated 
location reading course material. 

For those tethered to North Campus 
(either by design or misfortune) the Blue 
Lounge in GG Brown offers a viable study 

haven. Like dor
mitory lounges, it 
is susceptible to 
outbursts of con-
versation and 
playground an
tics, although less 
so. 

Campus, including sites in the Chrysler 
Center, the Dow Mezzanine (the upper 
level of the library in Dow), and the Dow 
Connector, as well as one on central cam
pus on the third floor of the UGLi. Al
though only engineering students are 
technically permitted into the Mezza
nine, other students may simply walk in 
and use the computers there. The Mezza
nine therefore becomes quite a handy 
place for LSA students who are living in 
Bursley. 

These certainly are not the only study 
places available at the U-M, and not all of 
them will suit everyone equally well. 
Those who can concentrate on their read-

Other cam- ing while surrounded by the curiously 
pus locations of- unique atmosphere of a coffee shop or an 
fer a more narrow informal restaurant will find a plethora 
appeal, although of such locations punctuating Central 
some will prefer Campus. The MUG in the basement of 
them for idiosyn- the Michigan Union is among the more 
cratic reasons. popular locations for such nutrient-ac-
The Herbert H. companied study. Of course, such places 
Dow Chemistry >r: e£ftrrthe obvious.benefitofproVjding. 
Building (New immediate access to cheap caffeine and 
Chern.) offers gi~ high-cholesterol snacks. 
ant-sized, com- Lest one become too excited about 
fortably carpeted these potential isles of calm amidst the 
steps adjacent to campus' cacophony, however, one must 
the human-sized remember an important consideration: 

stairway down to the laboratory, or base- having successfully sought solitude and 
ment, level which features moderately studied sagaciously, one's greasy, flatu-
comfortable benches surrounded by lent roommate, and his music, may still 
plants. Empty classrooms which afford a stand between you and a restful slumber. 
rare degree of solitude can usually be 
found in some of the larger instructional 
buildings such as the Modem Languages 
Building and Angell Hall. Classrooms, 
however, are subject to being locked be
fore most students are done studying. 

Virtually all U-M students - LS&A, 
engineering, music, art, and the rest alike 
- use computing centers nowadays, so a 
working knowledge of where they can 
be found is also helpful. For non--engi
neering students, the Angell Hall court
yard, NUlls, and the fourth floor of the 
UGLi are places where both IBM and 
Macintosh computers are available for 
student use (student ID required). (The 
"NUB" in"NUBs" stands for North Uni
versity Builtung, which is located on the 
western side of W ashtenaw Ave. where 
the footbridge (by the CCRB) crosses over 
it. The computing center is in the base
ment.) Macintosh computers are also 
available on the fourth floor of 611 Church 
Street, in the Michigan Union cluster 
(UNYN), and in most dormitories. 

Engineering students can find Com~ 
puter-Aided Engineering Network 
(CAEN) labs scattered throughout North 

( '.- ) 'J .' t ~ , I r).. j ' •• : • r \ ! '.;-' ~'., -l I' 

TlJl\ Waldecker is a sophomore in chemi
cal engineering and a staff writer for the 
Review. 

STUDENT BOOK 
EXCHANGE 

SAVE MONEY 
ON BOOKS!!! 

50% -75% OFF New Book Prices 
10% • 50% OFF Stores' Used Book Prices 

N.EW LOCAnON .. . IN THE UNIONIII 

Sept 8--10 - to sell books 
Sepl11-13 · to buy books 

J J am - 6pm daily 
in the POND ROOM 

TEXTBOOKS 
FOR LESS 
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Orientation Feature 

aking the 
Compiled by Review staff members 

Selecting classes at the University of 
Michigan is challenging enough for stu
dents experienced with the process of 
CRISP (Computer Registration Involv
ing Student Participation, U-M's version 
of Class rl'gi •• ,tration). For someone who 
has never experienced selecting his 
dasses from a choice of over 5,200 courses 
and over 10,300 sections, anxiety can set 
in easily. 

Below is a list of some of the best 
classes at the University which are open 
to freshmen: The recommendations are 
·based on the opinions of students who 
have taken them and who consider them 
excellent courses for their content or the 
professors who teach them. 

Political Science 111- Introduction 
to American Politics: This being an elec
tion year, many students may find a foun
dations class in American polities par
ticularly timely. While the reading for 
this course is voluminous, the in-depth 
knowledge students gain will be well 
worth the time and effort spent. The in
structor, Profes.<;or Rnst'l1stone, presents 
the material in a well-structured, effi
cien t manner and is an infurmative and 
arti culate speilker. Other worthy politi
cil l sciences courses include 140, Intro
duction to Compara.tive Politics, and 
160, Introduction to World Politics. 

Residential College Core 190-294: 
Intensive French, German, Russian, and 
Spanish I, II: For students who do not 
place out of the first four semesters of the 
LSA language requirement and who are 
serious about learning a language, RC 
language courses provide such an op
portunity. These intensive courses are 
eight credits (except Russian, which is 
ten) and aim to make students proficient 
in all areas of a language rather than 
merely providing them with a textbook 
knowledge of the language's written 
form. Informal daily lunch tables and 
required language lab hours assist stu
dents in becoming comfortable with the 
aural and spoken elements of the lan
guage. 

Math 115, 116, 215 - Analytic Geom
etry and Calculus I, n and Ill: Many 
incoming students will have already 
taken calculus in high school and, de
pending on one's field of study, it is 
possible to graduate without taking cal
culus. It is still wise to take at least one or 
two college level math or logic courses. 
In addition to rounding out a student's 
education, calculus may be a require
ment for upper level statistics or other 
courses. Its benefits, however, extend 
beyond its immediate utility inasmuch 

...-;---.. -----~-----_c------~---------------------------------------------------
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ost of Your Introductory Courses 
as many· graduate schools view it favor
ably. Many students struggle through its 
rigors, but peer tutors are available 
through tlw Math Lab. 

Residential College Core 105 - Logic 
and Language: This course enables stu
dents to refine their critical thinking and 
identify flaws in argumentation. Many 
students cite this course as one of the best 
they have taken at the U-M. Professor 
Carl Cohen, who lectures with a unique, 
enthusiastic vivacity, co-authored the 
course's well-written and often amusing 
textbook. Additionally, Professor Cohen 
is genuinely interested in students' con
cerns and is always willing to meet with 
them to discuss logic, philosophy or other 
topics of interest. 

Philosophy 363 I Residential Col
lege Humanities,..1.63 - Philosophical 
Bases of Conuntlnism, Fas.cism and De- .... 
mocracy: Students interested in political 
philosophy may w~nt to wait a year or 
two for this course. Professor Carl 
Cohen's fair ilnd critical discussion of 
these three political systems give§ stu
dents an appreciation for their history 
and theoretical underpinnings. Profes
~or Colwn's knowledge of the systems 
enables him to defend them better than 
soml' of their advocates il::; well as cri
tique them more devastatingly than many 
of their detractors. 

Economics 202 - Principles of Eco
nomics II: Although a requirement for 
enrolling in 202 is the dry mathematics 
and theory of microeconomics (Econom
ics 201), the course material is applicable 
to the real world. The class will enable 
students to pick up the latest Wall Street 
Journal and compre
hend the basic concepts 
of financial articles. 

Geology 100-115: 
These minicourses 
meet for half a term and 
are offered for one 
credit. They can pro
vide an interesting op- . 
tion for an extra credit 
hour, either to add to a 
light courseload or to 
fulfill the last credit of a 
distribution require
ment. Classes offered 
this fall include: 103, 
Dinosaurs and Other 
Failures and 111, Cli
mate and Civilization, 
among others. 

History of Art 102 - Western Art 
from the End of the Middle Ages to the 
Present: This course provides students 
with a working knowledge of major con-

cepts and trends intluencing contempo.. · .able and gives notably engaging lectures. 
rary art. Slide lectures and print repro- Music 341- Introduction to the Art 
ductions, which can be studied in the of Music: This course is for non-music 
basement of the Modern Languages majors only and can be used for part of a 
Building, illustrate artworks with which humanities distribution requirement. In 
all culturally literate students should be this brief survey of the artistic and cul-
familiar. Although the ·course tends to tural heritage of Western music, students 
emphasize the earlier periods discussed, concentrate on symphony, opera and 
Professor Joel Isaacson is an informative concerto and song by Baroque, Classical 
and knowledgeable instructor. and Romantic composers. 

Art 101 - Drawing I (sections for Residential College Humanities 210 
non-art majors): Some hands-on ex peri- - Classical Sources of Modern Culture: 
ence with studio art can be useful and Although this course is only offered ev-
informative for history of art majors and ery other year during Winter Term, it is 
other studenL., who wish to gain an ap- well worth the wait. The course includes 
preciation for art through its practice. a thorough 'study of the literature, art, 
4tb sessions last three hours and are at and mythology of ancient Greece and 
night, but even diligent students who do Rome. Professor Cindy Sowers' lectures 
not believe that they can draw more than are demonstrative of an in-depth knowl-
stick figures will learn artistic principles edge and wide-ranging enthusiasm for 
that can improve their artistry. her field of study. 

Asian Studies 250 - Topics in Chi- Those who plan far ahead should 
nese Civilization: This class proVides an consider Professor Ralph Williams' The 
understanding of how China's hi stori- English Bible: Its Literary Aspects and 
Cjllly acquired identity has shaped thj!.·- 1"I~fluences, Professor Alan Code's 
events of the present century. Professor A.ristotle, Professor Stephen Tonsor's 
Kenneth DeWoskin is an internationally Intellectual History series, and Profes-
noted scholar in Chinese culture and aes- sor Leo McNamara's Irish Uterature and 
theties. His insights will surely make> this 
a worthwhile class. 

Great Books 350 - Great Books of 
the Founding Fathers: Although this 
course is not open to freshmen and is not 
offered every term, it is well worth re
membering. Do not allow the prodigous 
amount of reading deter you from this 
thoroughgoing exploration of some of 
the more important documents from the 
country's founding era; it is one of the 
best classes the U-M has to offer. Profes

sor Thornton's keen 
and enthusiastic lec
tures on II cabal and 
faction, II and how the 
Framers viewed it, 
give students a fresh 
perspective on prob
lems facing the Repub
lic today. 

Film and Video 
Studies 236/ Residen
tial College Humani
ties 236 - The Art of 
Film: This course ex
amines the dramatic 
and psychological ef
fects of the elements in 
addition to techniques 
used in film making 
and television, and 

some of the salient developments in film's 
artistic and technological history. Profes
sor Hugh Cohen, the regular professor 
for this course, is remarkably knowledge-

Culture. Francophiles should watch for 
Professor Gray's upper-level li terature 
courses, Spanish concentrators for those 
taught by Profes.sor Monroe Hafter. Pro-

. fessor Weisbuch's The American Novel 
is also a fine course. 

Regardless of their majors, all of this 
year's incoming LSA freshmen must ful
fill a "diversity graduation requirement." 
While students may be tempted to com
plete this requirement early in their aca
demic career, there are benefits to delay
ing it until later. For Fall T erro, 23 dasses 
have been designated as options for ful
filling the diversity requirement Of these, 
three are worthy of note. 

Communication 202, Freedom of 
Expression, taught by Joan Lowenstein 
is an excellent course covering the his
tory of freedom of expression, with an 
emphaSiS on case law which has shaped 
the First Amendment. Anthropology 101 
is a basic introduction to cultural anthro
pology. The course's instructor, Profes
sor Kottak, has conducted extensive field 
research in Brazil. Political Science 445, 
Eastern Europe: Revolution, Reaction, 
and Reform deals with the dynamiC 
events of the former Eastern Block. 

Eddie Amer, a senior in English and 
Political Science, Peter Daugavietis, a 
senior in Economics and Creative Writ
ing, and Karen S. Brinkman contrib
uted to this article. 
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Essay ,!),." 

Should We (Or Can We) EnforQe Diversity? 
by Tony Ghecea 

One of the U-M's professed goals is 
not merely to bring together and educate 
people from all walks of life, but addi
tionally to do so within a peaceful and 
harmonious milieu. The University's 
emphasis on "diversity," as well as 
"multiculturalism," according to the ad
ministration, is partly intended to pro
mote the sensitivity and cultural aware
ness which the leaders of the next cen
tury will require in order to function in 
the increasingly international political 
and business worlds. It is 

nance and growth of diversity, the U-M 
has attempted to create a student body 
which approaches Martin Luther King, 
Jr.'s "dream" of a community where 
prejudice ceases to be an obstacle to ra
cial interaction. But while the resulting 
racial "melting pot" has brought together 
an amazing variety of students and 
thereby integrated the student body, stu
dents have not learned to integrate them
selves. 

A simple glance at the U-M's list of 
student organizations, for example, re-

progress toward freedom and wide- fellow orientees and me with a set of 
spread tolerance. Should the U ... M con- guidelines on how to think and behave in 
tinue its methods of enforcing diversity, an unprejudiced manner toward people 
it may succeed in truly diversifying - of races different from our own. 
and, by definition, dividing - the many Our discussion leaders warned us of 
different groups it has brought together. the consequences we could face should 

Throughout my life I have had a we choose to stray from this II code of 
number of ~>,'periences with radal and conduct," namely penalties which in-
cultural interaction. I was raised in a eluded vitrying degrees of sOcial and aca-
racially and ethnically dive~comrnu- demic reprisal. Seminars on "Sexism" 
nity, and I learned to respect cultures and "Homophobia" rounded out the top-
other than my own from a very early age. ics on out "Diversity Agenda." 
My best friend is Je~ish, my neighbors I spent the next few weeKs trying to 

are Ch~ean, . and in decide whether my orientation experi-
also intended to create an 
educational environment 
which is simultaneously 
as comfortable as humanly 
possible for minorities, 
women, homosexuals -
indeed, anyone who may 

The U-M has naively supposed that by achieving a 
racially diverse student body it UJiU have tichieved 
a rulturally diverse student body. 

high school I felt com- ence h,adbeen afiything more than an 
fortable associating obligatory sensitiVity indOctrlnation ses-

• with all typeS of people, sion, or whether I had been' wrong all 
be they Asiart; t:auca- along. Maybe U.;..M students Were not as 
siatY, or Blade 'By the enlightenM andunbihsed as'I had at first 
tenthgradeI~ . suspected.Perhaps'ithis;;was the 

be part of the U-M com-
munity. 

One might think that the v~ry word 
"university" connotes a place where one 
finds exposure to a myriad of competing 
ideas which can be considered in hopes 
of forming a single, unified vision of who 
we are as human beings. But this diver
sity - the diversity inherent in the 
unhindered exchange of ideas, values, 
and beliefs - is not the diversity which 
characterizes the University of Michigan 
today. Despite the U-M's visionary rheto
ric, what one finds at the University, 
unfortunately, is ¥vision instead of unity, 
racial tension rather than mutual under
standing, discord in lieu of harmony, 
and, ironically, an enforced "diversity" 
which discourages dissent in favor of a 
monolithic ideology. 

The word II diversity" embodies the 
U-M's quest to secure what it sees as a 
"multicultural" university community; 
a fairer estimate of what it has achieved 
might be a student body composed of 
various races but relatively similar cul
tural backgrounds. Underlying the U
M's efforts seems to be a confusion of 
color with culture. The U-M has naively 
supposed that by achieving a racially 
diverse student body, it will have 
achieved a culturally diverse student 
body. Yet when approximately 
70 percent of the University's stu
dents come from Michigan, and the ma
jority of the remainder hail from urban 
and subwban communities from around 
the United States, it is difficult to see how 
the administration can believe itself. Like 
it or not, a common culture - however 
eclectic it may be - pervades the vast 
majority of the U-M's applicant pool. 

By instituting rules for the mainte-

/' ./ . 

veals over 100 recogiuzed student groups 
whose mission statements specifically 
stipulate that the group's goal is to pro
mote cultural or racial awarenesS - of 
one specific race or culture. 

Similarly, one hears of the Vietnam
ese Student Association, the Puerto Rican 
Association, the Taiwanese Student As
sociation, the Thai Student Association, 
the Pakistani Students' Association, the 
Hong Kong Student Association, the 
Korean Student Association, the Minor
ity Nurses Student Association, the 
N.A.A.C.P., the Native Ameridan Stu
dent Association, the Hellenic Student 
Association, Political Scientists of Color, 
Artists for Cultural Equality (a support 
group specifically for 1/ artists of color"), 
the Black Student Psychological Associa
tion, and the Black Pre-Medical-Associa
Hon, to name a few. One hears of the 
Black Student Union's Black Freshman 
and Returning Students Picnic. And one 
hears of Minority Youth Striving To In
corporate Cohesiveness (MYSTIC). Co
hesiveness? To this campus, cohesive
ness is a foreign word. 

The system which the U-Mhas cre
ated for perpetuating the theme of diver
sity is dearly deficient The problem with 
the U-M's attempt to enforce diversity 
lies in the fact that while rules may change 
the way we act toward each other, they 
seldom change the way we think. Only 
personal experience can force us to re
consider our attitudes, stereotypes and 
prejudices. Racial and cultural force-feed
ing will never create an integrated soci
ety - it can only serve to drive us further 
apart as resentment and the so
called"politics of group identity" eclipse 
th-e 'POlitics of liberty arld autitehtit SOCial 

a working Ja:t6wl~dge University's w~y of trying to educate its 
of the OttOnlatl; Byzfu:l- studentS abbtif certain types dfbehavior 

tine and Moorish empires, China through which would not be tolerated on cam-
the Mongols, Japan through the pus. 
Kamaku~a Shogunate, an~ most of th,:, c:: ~·,0'",·After ~nk;i~g thing~ o~~~ a Jb~~ ~()'Y~ '. 
early Afncan, South Amencan, and Na- ever; I returned to my' ongmaI hne of 
tive American tribes, all courtesy of jun- thought. U-M sh.ldents couldn't be that 
lor high world history courses. ignorant,: could they? And even if they 

I have also felt what it means to be were, what could a couple of hours of 
discriminated against. My fath~r left Ro- preaching about "multicultural toler-
mania twenty-two years ago with the ance" do to change their ideas for the 
hope of finding a better life in the New better? The morel pondered the dilemma, 
World. He found that life, but with it the mor~ confused I grew. 
came the realization that because he came Fall term beg~, and I no longer had 
from a different culture he would have to the time to dwell on such a perplexing 
fight to be accepted by America. He issue, so I set it aside with th~ misguided 
learned to speak English, but he neVer hope that it wO'4ld somehow resolve it-
lost his foreign accent. That sunple hin- self. I began making many new friends in 
drance would prove to my dormitory and in my 
be his, and to a lesser eX- 'What one finds at classes. ItrSpanish 1 met 
tent my, life-long stigma. • •• II Antonio Uno" (I was 
Not everyone knows the U-M tS dnJl- Antonio Dos), a black stu

how it feels to be called sion instead 0 1 dent from Atlanta, Geor-
the son of a "lousy for- 'J gia. I found a fellow bas-
eigner" or a "DP" (dis- unity, discord in ketball freak in Guillermo 
placed person), or to have l· .Ih Cabanellas, a freshman 
children run up and teu 0, annOnYfrom Puerto Rico. I prac-

down the street mimick- and an enfat ced ticed Physics and Chem-
ing your father's accent II •. • If istty problems with 
to your face. I learned . d tV e r s 1. t Y . Srjkant Kondapeni, an 

very quickly how wrong which discour- Indian student from 
it is to judge people solely •• Bloomfield Hills, Michi-
on the basis of how they ages dtssent tn gan and Mike Kim, a Ko
differ from me. fi.1 rean student from 

Upon arriving at the avor 0, a mono- Queens, New York. To the 

U-M, I expected to be- lithic ideology. extent that I was meeting 
come a part of an intelli- a wide variety of interest-
gent, open-minded and ing people, the concept of 
intellectually diverse community. I was 1/ diversityll was working well for me. 
sure that I would find U-M studEmts easy Near the end of the term I noticed a 
to get along with, friendly and unpreju- number of messages which had been 
diced. Then I attended my first orienta- scrawled in chalk allover campus. Most 
tion seminar. Entitled "Racism On Cam- of the etchings read ''No Cops, No Guns, 
pUS,1I the seminar basically provided my No ~ode,1Eand though tndst'students 
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found them to be a definite eyesore, they 
were the source of much campu&-wide 
discussion (not to mention a hostile take
over of the Fleming Administration 
Building). The "No Cops, No Guns" part 
of the slogan held little appeal for me, 
simply because I had no problem with 
the University deputizing its own police 
force in an effort to increase campus se
curity. It was the "No Code" part of the 
slogan that caught my attention. What 
was this "Code," and why was everyone 
so opposed to it? ' 

I asked some sophomore and junior
year friends about the "Code." They told 
me that the U-M had been trying for a 
number of years to create a code for 
regulating campus speech. Such a code 
would punish students for using certain 
forms of "unacceptable" speech, the na
ture of which was to be determined by 
the University. 

Moo students were opposed to such 
a code because they felt that it was an 
infringement upon their right to free 
speech. . 

The code had already been imple
mented, and one student. successfully 
chall~ged the coc!e in court. U-M Presi
dent James Duderstadt almost immedi
ately pJ.lt an interim code in its place. (See 
related st0lY, page 1.) 

My confusion over the orientation 
seminar rushed back. A pattern was be
ginning to emerge in the efforts the U-M 
was taking to insure the livelihood of its 
concept of "diversity." The administra
tion clearly did not feel that students 
were mature enough to show respect for 
their peers. 

While I recog~zed the plausibility 
and even the Iimite4 desirability of such 
a code, I doubted the U-M's ability to be 
an unbiased and constitutionally-pru
dent judge of speech, and I resented the 
administration's action not only as an 
infringement upon my rights but as an 
almOst patronizing gesture of unneces
sary social and moral guidance. I was 
now one step closer to solving my di
lemma; U-M students Were not as igno
rant as the U-M thought, and they were 
not about to let it limit tlwir rights under 
so misguided an assumption. 
'\. Soon after this realization I learned 
that the U-M had recently created a II di
versity course requirement" for all classes 
graduating after 1994. This requirement 
mandated that students take a course on 
some facet of diversity during their un
dergraduate education. At first I saw the 
courses as a good thing, another step that 
the U-M had taken to insure that stu
dents were educated about and respect
ful toward cultures other than their own. 
While it seemed that such a requirement 
should not be necessary for the intelli
gent body of students which the U-M 
a~it~ veyery y~ar.th~ ~h~ce t.o, learn" 
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about different cultures did not strike me 
as being wrong. 

Yet I learned soon enough from 
friends who had taken one or more of 
these" diversity courses" that such classes 
were oftentimes not as well-intentioned 
as I had thought. Although some of the 
courses that filled the requirement prom
ised useful cultural edification, others, in 
fact the majority, amounted to little more 
than "indoctrination electives" whose 
prima r y 

Suffice it to say I was taken aback. I 
asked John why he felt that way. After 
all, one would be hard-pressed to make 
a case against the benefits of being able to 
attend a school with such a varied stu
dent body as the U-M. In order to main
tain harmony between all these different 
groups of people, shouldn't the U-M do 
its best to help us learn to coexist? 

I asked John how he could oppose 
what seemed like such a whole-hearted 

effort 
pur po s e 
was to in
dict, con
demn, be
little and 
erode West
ern culture. 
It became 

Should the U-M continue its methods 
of enforcing diversity, it may well di
vide those whom it has brought to
gether. 

by the 
Univer
sity to 
b ri ng 
cultural 
d iv er-
sity to 
the U

wait, that's not fair," or "Hey, don't say 
that, I'm not like that," we knew the 
consequences. We knew, from the very 
first day of freshman orientation, what it 
meant to say "no" to the U-M's idea of 
"diversity." Our orientation advisors 
made that much perfectly clear. If you 
didn't approve of homosexuality, well 
then you had to be a hqmophobe. If you 
were opposed to affirmative action, well 
then clearly you were a racist. And if you 
disagreed with the rhetoric behind date 
rape or sexual harassment, well then, no 
doubt about it, you had to be a sexist. 

But John knew better. He was not 
about to let his life or his ideas be con
trolled by a group of University-level 
social engineers. I realized that I had 
been right all along. U-M students are 

apparent to me that the University had 
again overstepped its bounds in an effort 
to engint'eI' its own concept of social good. 

One Friday afternoon in a Chemistry 
2111ab, the pieces of my concept of life at 
the U-M suddenlX.-!esced. I had nearly 
finished washing all of my test tubes and 
placing the rest of my~jpment back in 
my lab drawer when I realized that one 
of my beakers was missing. I asked my 
lab partner, a black student from ~. 
North Carolina, whether he had mistak
enly placed it in his drawer~ 

His answer caught me quite off
guard. 

"What," he responded, "You think 
that just because I'm black I'm a thief, 
too?" 

Before I had a chance to recover from 
my initial shock at such an unexpected 
remark, however, John [not his real name] 
smiled at me and laughed. He explained 
that he had only been kidding, and we 
laughed about the joke because we both 
knew how idiotic such a stereotype re
ally was. 

While I was not offended by John's 
comment, I still had to wonder what had 
prompted him to make it. Racism is not a 
laughing matter, and because we were 
friends I found it hard to understand 
why he would accuse me, even jokingly, 
of harboring a racist opinion. I eventu
ally asked him why he had felt the need 
to make such a statement. What he .told 
me, as best I can recall, was his opinion of 
the U-M's "commitment to diversity": 

Tony, I'm just sick of the line on this campus. 
All this stuff about speech codes, "diversity 
dinners," "diversity" courses, and "diversity," 
the whole thing, it's just a bunch of talk. This 
school has all sorts of people, and if you QIl't 
learn to get along with different kinds of people 
here, you're never going to learn to do it any
where. I said what I said to let off steam. I'm not 
supposed to say stuff like that; I'm supposed to 
shut up and be a good ·"diverse student of 
color." You and me, we get along fine. But this 
school keeps thinking they have to stand over 
our shoulder all the time to make sure we don't 
jump each other. And that just makes me sick. 

M. He answered by saying that he was . 
neither opposed to meeting new people, 
no, was he against giving minorities, 
indeed, people of his own race the chance 
to attend a school which in the past had 
denied them admission. What he was 

.,. lashing out against was the false, en
forced" diversity" practiced by the U-M: 

intelligent enough to understand that 
everyone is different in some way from 
everyone else, whether it be in the color 
of their skin or the nature of their beliefs. 
Furthermore, U-M students are given 
the chance to interact with different 
people every day, and because they know 
that differences exi,st they also know that 
they must have the initiative to rise above 
those differences. 

All this "diversity" stuff just forces integration 
down everbody's throat And it's not even reaL 
What do they feed us on "diven;!tyday?" Ham.
hocks, spare--ribs, watermelon, and sweet-po
tato pie. How much more stereOtypical are you 
gonna get? This school'is trying so hard to be 
"diverse" that it's making people sick, because 
it's all justa big act And you can't change the 
way people think by forcing them to think like 
you want them to. It's a personal thing, and if 
people can't Jearn to understand each other 
and live together in peace without somebody 
having to make them do it, then it's those 
people's problem" Nobody else is going to 
change that. U this school keeps trying to force 
this stuff on us, people are going to resent it, 
and then they're never going to be able to bring 

.,..Jt was no accident that I had met and 
..-,., becam~ friends with 59 ~y,{ljf!~t:ent 

kinds of people.~ose people, different 
kinds but all with Qpen minds, C)re the 
only ingredients the U-M needs to create 
its own diversity. Given the opportunity 
to associate with so many different 
people, students can only remain aloof 
for so long before their self-imposed iso
lation forces them to reconsider the rea
sons behind their desire noUo associate 
with people who are different from them. 

us together again. 
What the U-M had created in its 

effort to secure diversity was a false "di_ 
versity," an enforced diversity of propa
ganda - a diversity in words, but not 
deeds. What had started out as a quest to 
insure the participation of all sorts of 
people and ideas in the University had 
turned into a process of mass indoctrina
tion, a force-fed meal of pseudo-diver
sity, from freshman orientation to senior 
convocation. And we were supposed to 
go along with the show. We were sup
posed to be "diverse." 

We were supposed to listen quietly 
and attentively when the Lesbian and 
Gay Males Programs Office said lilt's 
okay to be gay," when the so-called 
United Coalition Against Racism, the 
Black Student Union or the Affirmative 
Action Office proclaimed "Only whites 
can be racist," and when the Sexual As
sault Prevention and Awareness Center 

This is the principle behind the 
American "melting pot," the unique abil
ity which America, and by association its 
universities, possesses to assimilate, in 
the absence of coercion or social tamper
ing, all races and all cultures into one 
cohesive,harmonious unit But this is not 
the goal which the U-M is achieving 
today. 

We can, indeed must, work together 
to coexist, for a house (for that matter a 
University) divided will not stand for 
long. No degree of artificial "diversity" 
will ever. serve to prop up a school of 
separatist' groups. Through experience, 
and only through experience, can people 
learn to live in mutual harmony. The 
chance to gain that experience lies in the 
hands of all U-M students; whether or 
not they use it is their choice. No amount 
of "diverSity rules" or forced education 
will ever be able to determine what that 
choice will ultimately be. 

Tony Ghecea is a junior in English and 
an executive editor of the Review. 
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announced" All men are closet rapists." 
We were supposed to believe. And if we 
spoke out, if we found the guts to say, 
"That's not ,~e~ ~ don~t~re~," ?~ "No! \ .. .}.'. ", 
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Orientation Feature 
1l'I1?";< 

Welcome to the U-M's CompliJer Network 
by Karen S. Brinkman 

In the mid-l96Os, the University of 
Michigan purchased a mainframe com
puter from mM which was supposed to 
be accompanied by the software for a 
new kind of multi-user operating sys
tem. Although the hardware arrived as 
scheduled, the software did not. 

As a temporaty solution to the prob
lem, the U-M hired several graduate stu
dents to develop software which would 
make the hardware functional until mM 
delivered its operating system. Much to 
the U-M's delight and mM's chagrin, 
however, the students succeeded in build
ing a better multi-user system than the 

How to Sip On to MIS 
• Access Versaterm (on a Macintosh) or 
PCTie (on an mMI compatible) program. 
You many need to hit [return) once or 
twice to activate the program. 

• If "'Termina}..." appears hit [return] 

• At the HWhich HOOr' prompt, type "um" 
(MTS can operate with truncated com
mands. Theshorte&t commands needed 
are used below.) 

• At the "It" prompt, type in /Isis UserID" f 
where UserID is your acoount ID. It will 
then ask you to type in your password. 
Your password will not appear on the 
screen. 

·Toaccess Messagesystem, type "me" at 
the U#" prompt The NO" prompt indi
cates that you are in messagesystem. To 
send a message, type "'send". It will then 
prompt you to enter the recipient's name, 
a subject (optio~l), and the text of the 
message. Hit (retqm) twice when you are 
done typing the text. Then "post" the 
message. Type "stop" to exit 
messagesystem. 

·To signon to the Michigrm Reuiew's M1S 
conference, type "80 MREV:FORUM" at 
the II #" prompt. To join. the conference, 
enter "p" after the introduction. Enter 
your name and a brief introduction (op
tional). 

• For a list of major conferences, type 
"$copy cnfr.c:onferences" at the "#H 
prompt. 

Othsr Hoj! 011 the U-M NstworJs 
At the "Which Host?" prompt, you can 
access any of the following. None of them 
require a Student Request Account Some 
of them may require you to enter your 
student ID number. 

UM-GOphetBLUE 
informational system 

UM-CRISPINFO 
tourse registration infurmation 

MIRLYN 
on-line library catalogue 

UM-WEATHEIt 
U.s. weather t:eports 

7 - ~onother hosts 

\, "'f' '" "" liflt "'1·'" 

one IBM eventually prOvided. 
This system was the beginning of 

what exists today as the Michigan Termi
nal System (MTS), which is one of the 
many services available on UMNet, the 
U-M's computing network. Since its cre
ation, MTS has changed in a number of 
significant ways, not the least of which is 
that it has become an electronic network 
linking students, faculty, and staff from 
all comers of the University by provid
ing a simple and direct means of holding 
public debates and sending electronic 
messages. 

To use MTS, students must obtain a 
Student Request Account (SRA). Students 
can most e~y obtain their SRA (to which 
they are entitled by virtue of paying tu
ition) either by going to the Computing 
Resource Center in room 3113 of the 
School of Education Building or by re
questing their S~ from a ResComp
trainer in o~01the residence hallS com
puting clusters. (A student ID and one 
other picture ID a;e required in either 
case.) 

Each SRA is identified by a four
character sequence of numbers and let
ters, cal1ed a UserID, and has a password 
which can be changed at will by the 
account owner. Account owners can reg
ister one or more namesin an electronic 
mail directory, in addition to their ad
dress, telephone number, and a brief per
sonal description if they choose. For rea
sons of privacy, most students choose 

• not to include their address or telephone 
number. Some students also choose to 
use pseudonyms in addition to or in
stead of their real names. 

Two frequently used services on MTS 
are Messagesystem and Confer IITM. 
Messagesystem is MrS' version of elec
tronic mail, more commonly known as 
e-mail. Each UserID has its own private 
electronic mailbox, to and from which 
messages may be sent to friends, teach
ing assistants, professors, or friends at 
other universities who use e-mail. . 

One of the more entertaining com
mands in Messagesystem is cal1ed II con
verse." The liconv" oommand can be used 
by any two users who are simultaneously 
signed on to the system to carry on an 
electronic dialogue. This is just one ex
ample of some of the ways MTS can be 
used for entertaining purposes. 

While Messagesystem's conversa
tions can be fun and the ability to send 
messages to professors can be helpful, 
users will probably find MrS' computer 
conferences to be more stimulating. 

Confer IJN is the pl'<'gl'am which 
runs these conferences. It was desighed 

'," f ,,>~,;\ '.i 'I 

by Bob Parnes during the mia-:to4ate conferenCe on which many of the partici-
1970s when he was a graduate sttIde~t in pants ,at~!using better-funded faculty, 
educational psychology at the tf.:-M. staff, of research accounts. 
Originally, it began as a project tp incor- Currently, Confer UTM runs several 
porate the use of computers intocommu- hundred public, private, and academic 
nication and decision-making. During computer conferences on MTS. For ex-
its first five years, the program changed ample, the Michigan Review runs a con-
rapidly, since then, however, modifica- ference called MREV:Forum (see sidebar), 
tions have been more gradual. ,;. ' which is ':lsed primarily fOf th~ debate 

Computer conferencing as a means and diSctiSsion of campus,local, national, 
of communication can offer a number of and international politics~ 
advantages over face-to-face communi- Internally, conferen(i~s 'ate divided 
cation. It allows all members onne Uni- into items' which are used to distuss par-
versity community to interact by bridg- ticular topics; Participants read the intro-
ing geographical barriers and overcom- ductory text of an item, any. responses 
ing time constraints. Furthermore, the entered by other participants, and then 
medium can mask a participant's age, are given the option of adding their own 
sex, level of education, and other per- response, passing, or "forgetting" an item 
sana! characteristics, leaving their ideas if the topic does not interest them. Items 
t~ stand solely on their merit. Addition- on MREV:Forum inClude, the Eqaul 
ally, computer conferencing can be used Rights Amendment, negative advertis-
by deaf individuals or people with speech ing in the presidential race, nuclear 
impediments without the problems that power, evolutionism vs. creationism, 
verbal communication poses for them. Spike Lee, and Ross Perot. Any partici-

Being able to access a computer con- pant on a conference may enter new items 
ference, read its contents, and think about or rel3pondto .. existingp~e.s.~:Y~t;S~, 
the arguments made in a debate for some,., "MSO join conferences as observers with-
length of time, or conduct a bit or re. out their presence being.known to par-
search before responding, can also have ticipants, but then they may only read 
the effect of creating a more intelligent the posted responses. Observers can 
and rational debate than verbal discus- change their status to participant should 
sions. they wish to become active in a confer-

This method of communication, how- ence.) 
ever, also has its drawbacks. It requires MEEI':Students, perhaps the largest 
participants to type their responses, and most active public conference at the 
which may be difficult for people who U-M, is a general conference with no 
use the "hunt and peck" method of typ- particular focus except that most of its 
irtg or who are physical1y hlndicapped. participants are undergraduates. Other 
Difficulties beyond the obvious physical conferences focuson topics such as sod-
considerations include the uneasiness ology, science fiction, computers and 
some individuals feel regarding the em- computing, Christianity, role-playing 
ployment of computer technology for and strategy games, art, health, and stu-
communication, although a sense of com- dent government. 
puter illiteracy is perhaps a better expla- While students may choose not to 
nation why more students do not use the become involved in computer 
system. conferencing in their free time, a number 

Furthermore, when debating an is- of classes require participation in a con-
sue on a conference, lengthy arguments ference set up specifically for the class. 
are not always welcomed by all partici- Other classes have conferences in which 
pants as some find them too burdensome participation is voluntary. The benefit of 
and time consuming to read. such conferences lies in that they offer 

Monetaty considerations of two dis- studentS the opportunity to pose ques-
tinct sorts create other barriers to tions which went unanswered in lecture 
conferencing. Expensive hardware and and discuss further the topics raised in 
software, although readily accessible on class. They also provide additional con-
the U-M campus, are required in order to tact with the professor and the chance to 
provide such an elaborate computer net- consider other students' opinions which 
work, as are the budget and staff needed might not have been voiced in a class' 
to maintain them. discussion section. 

A less obvious monetary limitation Although messaging and 
relates to the MTS money which SRAs conferencing are probably what most new 
are allocated. Undergraduates' accounts users will spend the bulk of their com-
receive relatively little funding, so they puting time doing, U-M's computer net-
may;find it difficult to keep up with a work can also be used for a variety of 

"" l ,'" , 
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other purposes. It can be employed, for 
instance, to run computer programs, 
check the aVailability of courses before 
registering for classes, access the 
University's computerized library cata
logue, view weather reports for most 
locations in the U.s., and receive infor
mation on the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration's (NASA) pro
grams. 

The network provides access to other 
informational resources as well. Cur
rently, a host called UM-UMIPS (UM 
Information Posting System) provides 
information such as the student direc
tory, job postings, and other general 
University information. This service, 
however, may be phased out in favor of 
a new campus-wide information system 
called UM-GOpherBLUE. 

GOpherBLUE is based on the Uni
versity of Minnesota's informational sys
tem called Gopher, which was named for 
the school's mascot. It is currently in an 
experimental stage, but will be perma
nently in place as early as this fall. 

Ultimately, it may function as a single 
point of entry for all of the U-M's com
puterized information systems. As it ex
ists now, GOpher6LUE can be used to 
access information about University of
fices and services, student groups, and 
Ann Arbor resourCl'5, as well as to access 
other gopher-type services from around 
the world, Supreme Court opinions, reci
pes, books (from the Bible to Alice in 
Wonderland), and many other entertain
ing and informative resources. . 

While students, and in fact anyone 
with a modem connec\ion to the Internet 
network, can access GOpherBLUE free 
of charge, such is not the case for all of the 
network's hosts. Access to some copy
righted services is restricted to U-M staff 
and students. Additionally, MTS, which 
is used for e-mail andconferencing.is 
run on an accounting system which stu
dents often compare to "Monopoly 
money." 

As of July 1, student'accounts will 
receive an initial allocation of $30.00, and 
subse<]uent monthly allotments of $15.00, 
which can accumulate up to $60.00. These 
figures do not represent actual dollars, 
but rather they are units used to repre
sent how much a student has used of 
MTS' central processing unit's time. These 
allocations represent a 40 percent reduc
tion of the past several years' allotments, 
although they have been accompanied 
by a 40 percent reduction in rates. 

Like long distance phone calls, day
time hours are more expensive than eve
nings and weekends, so most students 
reserve their messaging and conferendng 
for nights or weekends when use of the 
system will cost fewer of their MTS dol
~ffi .. . 
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Although MTS is technologically 
outdated as an operating system and 
some predict that it will be phased out in 
the next few years (perhaps in favor of 
the more widely used UNIX system), its 
commands are relatively easy to learn 
and use. 

Since the U-M places a strong ein
phasis on computer technology, students 
will undoubtedly become more computer 
literate - even if only enough to use a 
word processing program to type papers 

RES E R V E 
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. - during their time at the University. 
New students can learn anything 

from the basics of computing to more 
advanced uses of computers through the 
U-M's many computer education re
sources. The best places to begin are 
ResComp, the residence halls' comput
ing program; the consultants at comput
ing sites in the Michigan Union, Angell 
Hall, and NUBs (North University Build
ing); and the many introductory and ad
vanced guides to computing published 

by the University which are available in 
computing centers. Additionally, stu
dents can call4-HELP (764-4357) for fur
ther guidance and reference. 

Karen S. Brinkman is a Residential Col
lege senior in French, communication, 
and the School of Art and the publisher 
of the Review. Bob Parnes, Karl Zinn 
and Jim Sweeton provided technical . 
assistance for this article. 
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Your Unc le Sam . Ever y year Army 
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds of 
tale nted students . If yo u qual ify. 
these merit-based scho larships can 
help you pay tuition and educat ional 

fees. They even pay a flat rate for text
books and supplies . You can also receive 

an allowance o f up to S1000 each 
school year the scholarship is in 
e ffect. Find out today if you qualify 

ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST cOWGE 

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
Call Major Young at 313-764-2400 

or visit 131 North ~all, University of Michigan 



University Reformed Church 

gathered by the Spirit 
rooted in Jesus Christ 

proclaiming God's lave 

Student and Young Adult 
Bible studies, fellowship groups, retreats, 
social events, service opportunities, and 
counselling throughout the fall, winter, 
and spring semesters/ 

Sunday Worship 10:30AM 
1001 E. Huron at Fletchere 662·3153 

Gene Terpstra Dan Carlson 
Pastor Campus Coordinator 

Ann Arbor 
Christi~n 

Refor:med 
Church 
close to North Campus 

Serving college and career 
singles with a free dinner 
Tuesdays in a home setting. 

Sunday Services 

9:00AM Joyful Worship 
and Traditional 
Hymns 

11 :15AM Worship with 
Contemporary 
Music and Drama 

6:00PM Evening Worship 

Child cere available during all services. 

Rev. Wilbur DeJong 
.~~~ John Suk 

1717 Broadway 
Ann .AI'6or, MI 48105 

665-0105 

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL 
CHURCH 

State & William St. Telephone ·662·1679 

Rev. Terry N. Smith, Senior Minister 
Dorothy L. Lenz. Assistant Minister 

Communion in Douglas Chapel 
May I·Sept. 1 ·9:30 a.m. 

Sept. I.Apr. 30· 10:00 a.m. 

Worship Service & Church School 
May I.Sept. 1· 10:00 a.m. 

Sept. I.Apr. 30·10:30 a.m. 

Dougl~ Memorial Chapel 
Open Daily for Meditation 

Church School· Nursery through Sr.l¥ 
(Mid.Sept.~tid.JuneJ 

Summer Activities· Nursery through third grade 

Office Hours 
Sept. 1.Mid·Juoe· 9:00 Lm.-l:OO p.m.. ~·Fri. 
'lid.Juoe-Sept.l. 8:30 •. m.·12:30 p.m .. )I.Fri. 

~ 

-.:Lit ?e:0/-2~ ;D4crz 
PACKARD ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH 

C@M@ J@!U"tl U~ F@U" W@U"~~~~i 

-Sunday School 9:45AM 

-Worship 11 :OOAM 

BS~_ng Disciples ~ of All Nations 

... 

Bmp~~~ ~~y~@U"tl~ UU"tl~@U"tl 

C~m~llJI~ MIU"tl!~11l 

eFriday Night Fellowship 7:00PM 

-Weekly Bible Studies TBA 

Church or.BSl,J info: (313) 971-on3 

2580 Packard R6ad 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104·6883 

A'''#'-.. ..,,.,,.. 
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Question # 1 : If your answer to these two questions is "No,· then we in University Christian Outreach humbly invite 
you to Join one of the many other fine Christian groups at the University of Michigan. 

Do you know 
the difference • 

between 
Arius and 
Athanasius?* 

estion #2: 

Do you care? 

UCO cares about Arius and Athanasius because their titanic Fourth-century conflict is being 
waged again in our own day, on our own campus. It was - and is - a conflict about Jesus 
Christ. 

The goal of University Christian Outreach is quite simple, really. We're here to help Catholics, 
Lutherans, Presbyter1ans, and other Chr1sHan students grow stronger In their Faith: knowing 
their faith, living their Faith, sharing their Faith. 

let us be frank: UCO is not a group that thinks that everyone's religious beliefs are equally correct. 
We boldly affirm the orthodox Christian faith which has been handed down from Christ and 
His Apostles, through the Scriptures and the living tradition of the historic churches. 

Again, let's be frank: we're not fundamentalists (although University Christian Outreach admires 
the gutsiness of our fundamentalist Christian friends and is not ashamed to be linked with 
them). UCO has an evangelistic and charismatic dimension, but we don't close our minds 
when we open our Bibles. 

And a final bit of frankness: UCO doesn't think a college Christian fellowship should act like a high 
school Christian fellowship. So let's put away the ice-breakers and giggles. Ifs Hme to get 
serious - and radical - about the Faith. 

Ignorance Is Bliss: 
Tbe Shallow, Syrupy State of Campus Christianity 

Sunday. September 13. 1992 
7:00PM 

Mlchlgan Union 
Andenon Room 

University Christian Outreach 
(313) 994-3201 

·AIIuI was pelhops the most Innuentlal heretic In the history of Christianity; 'Arianism: which denied that Jesus Christ was truly God, swept through much or the rourth-<:entury Church. Arlus' 
greatest opponent was Athanallus of Alexandria (d. 373AO) who, despite frequent forced exles and opposl!lon from fellow churchmen, boIcly asserted Christ's full humanity and full divinity. 

... 
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UNIVERSITY 
LUTHERAN CHAPEL 

at the University of Michigan 

North Campus Students! 

St. Aidan's Episcopal Church 
Northside Presbyterian Church 

1679 Broadway 

JJuron J/itg BapliJI Church 
(Thoughtful, Biblical Christianity) 

Sunday Worship 
lO:30AM 

Saturday Worship 
6:30PM 

Wednesday Devotions 
9:00PM 

across from Baits Drive Pastors: Donald Gerig (lead pastor), James Gurley, Bill Ramer 
Services: 9:00 a.m. College Class Bible Study 

Pastor Ed Krauss 663-5560 
1511 Washtenaw Avenue 

Sunday Services 'I"~ 

8:30AM 
Episcopal 

11 :OOAM 
Episcopal & Presbyterian 

Two small, warm congregations 
enthusiastically invite students. 

10:45 a.m. Worship Service 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

Rev. Susan McGarry-Rev. Peter Boeve 

663-5503 769-6299 • Transportation Provided. 3150 Glazier Way (near North Campus) 

-. 

YOU'RE NOT THE 

ONLY ONE STILL 

OOKIN 
II 

.JZfEPING ~E YfITI-I 
.' ... 

Jb'ward the ~stpration and .2?efense of C(§hristianity 

C onferences- ]uly12-1 8 • ] ulv26- Augustl 

ctthodo x Ch ris tian it y is being chilll enged today - by a theists who deny it; 

by libera l Churchmen w ho compromise it; by sect<1 rians who distort it. As 

a res u lt, Chr istiil n f<lith hils been we<lkened. vVe have los t touch w ith the true 

meill1 ing illH.i tr,lnsforma tive power o f o ur trad itional faith and practice. 

'll?at Rose Hi ll Estate mean to chilnge that. We be li eve in a re turn to the 

proven ways, not because they areold , but because they are TR UE. We have 

d esigned a series of summer conference<; aimed at co ll ege studen ts . We a re 

trad itional Anglic;lI1<;, though orthodox of a ll ,tripes are welcome. 

~lI1ference ;li ms are to strengthen understanding of our f<lith; provide 

too is tll di scern the tru th w hen it comes to doc tr ine; and to provide the 

means (If defend i ng orthodoxy aga i nst its enemies . The confere nce is no t a ll 

s itting beh ind a desk and lis ten ing. Prayer and worship area n in tegra l pa rt 

of ou r program . We bel ieve much of the curre nt p roble m is sp iritua l - so 

much o f the so lu tio n m ust a lso be sp irit ua l. You wi ll leave Rose H ill with a 

greall'r underqand ing and appreci a tion of our Ch risti<l n fai th , Ai':D w ith 

th e means to de fend it' 

Dr. James 5. Cu tsinger (PhD., f1arvard), 

curren t! \' proft'ss(l r o f theology Jt the Universi ty of South Carolina and 
Scho la r in Residence a t Rose Hill. 

Fo r mo re info rmilt iol1 , call us a t (803) (H 1 ·1 6H , or fi ll o u t the blank below. 

Limi ted scholwrsh ips Me a\,i1i lilble, so a ppl y no\\'. 

YES! I'M INTERESTED. 
PlcJse send me more information 

NAME: ----------------------------------------------------
ADDRESS: ----------------------------------------
CITY /STATE/ZIP: PH: ________________ _ 

Relurn l ll: Ruse Hill r .o. BOX 3126 Aiken, S.C 29802 

Cornerstone 
Christian 
Church 

people dediCaTed TO 

knowing and commullicaTing 
Jesus Christ 

* * * * * 

Ad..ult- & Children Bible 
.."..... Training Classes 

9:30AM 

Worship Service 
1 0 :30AM 

Nursery Available 

* * • * * 

meeting at 
Forsythe School 

1655 Newport Road 
Ann Arbor, MI 
(313) 971-9150 

Chabad House 
Jewish Student Center 

715 Hili Street 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

Rabbi Aharon Goldstein 
995-3276 

For more information about re
ligious and spiritual organiza
tions serving the U-M and Ann 
Arbor communities contact the 
Office of Ethics and Religion, 
764-7442 
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An Open Note to New Students ""J.'i 

"'" ~,.~ 

Beyond the Llbrary and the Hill: 
by Ralph G. wuu.m. 

Sartre's drama is ponderous with 
thoughl Only a few phrases continue to 
move agilely in the memory, surfacing 
with easy spontaneity to suggest a :mean
ing to new experience. In Same's re
touching of Aeschylus' great religious 
trilogy, the Oresteia, the title character, 
Orestes, is given one such 
phrase: Sartre's point is to 
urge individual responsibil
ity. Orestes addresses his 
sister, Electra, toward the 
end of the play and at the 
beginning of a new life for 
which there is no myth: 
"Give me your hand and we 
shall go .... " She asks, not 
unnaturally, "Where?" It is 
his reply that especially 
strikes: "1 do not know. T~ 
ward ourselves. Beyond the 
river and the mountains 
there is a new Orestes and a 
new Electra who await us. 
We will have to search for 
them patiently." 

"Toward ourselves .... " 
That, in the simplest pos
sible phrase, is the vector of 
all experience, and the goal 
of education. But the deeper 
truth is one at which 
Orestes' words only hint. It 
is this: that th€1search (some
times patient....- many other 
moods occur) is a process in 
which we do not in fact dis-
cover but create the self we will find at 
our journey's end. lf we ever "know our
selves" as the Delphic inScription 
(Apollo'S graffito) urges, it will be be
cause, to precisely the degree which de
fines our individual dignity, we have 
created ourselveS. I (and, most impor
tantly, you) will meet on graduation day 
four years from now the person you have 
chosen, through myriad decisions large 
and small, to become. 

So my first hope for you who come 
here: that you will take as your first, best, 
and defining challenge at the University 
the freOOom to (re )create yourself through 
the experiences you select. Years ago 
some student (was it near exam time?) 
put a graffito on the wall in the vestibule 
of the Graduate Ubrary; it remained there 
for arear. The phrase has haunted me in 
the decade since, and I would like for 
your years here and my career to be in 
part an arglUIlent against it. "School," 
said·.the lnscriptiori, ."isthe place.where a · 
dying society puts its trip on you." 

On Passing Through the U. 
The phrase does wrong, by my reck

oning, in two main ways. It suggests first 
of all that virtually all students here are 
unwary or passive enough to accept edu
cation as imposed patterning. And it sug
gests that society, and the faculty as its 
agents, understand precisely such pat
terning to be the real mission of the Uni-

Professor Ralph Williams 

versity. 
Those views are wrong as generali

zations. But one must be honest: they are 
not implausible as a description of large 
and perverse institutional tendencies. The 
store of information, techniques and sy&
terns of "proof' at the University is huge; 
there is every danger, as a student moves 
from class to class, from specialist to spe
cialist, of demoralization before that mass 
of "knowledge." And in the haste to trans
fer as much as they can of their own 
skills, infonnation, and "truths" to the 
students, faculty members can adopt at
titudes and procedures which overwhelm 
students' attempts to evaluate, let alone 
value, what is offered. I urge you to choose 
regularly classes which enable you not 
only to appropriate expertise and gain 
skills, but to consider the ways you are 
inflecting yourself as you undertake those 
tasks. lf you do not, you will precisely be 
buying someone else's trip, and the c()in 
in which you pay w:ill be yourliberty. 
The danger is not, as I see it, that you will 

over these years become too unlike ear- ence will not be charged with violence 
lier generations: the forces of cultural but will be the site of a delighted Curios-
and economic inertia are huge. The dan- ity, respect, and, characteristically, 
ger is that you will not make things fresh affinnation. Those are large tasks: they 
and new enough to fulfill your own hu- are mine in the later years of my career, 
manity and to evade the violence and and, I am convinced, will even more fully 
folly implicit in the cultural patterns you be yours. 
inherit. One hopes that the wisdom of the You have chosen to come to a place I 
ages takes on new and fresh dimensions love. There is much, however, which is 
in you; the madness of the ages other- not here and with which I urge you to be 
wise breaks out: uncaring will suffice. in direct contact. With all its riches of 

You will see about you here a great mind and culture, Ann Arbor is still a 
variety of ways in which people con- spot apart in the midst of a vast conti-
ceive, explore, and express their identity. nent. The truth is that it is a monotone in 
The effect of seeing this diversity, and of ways which require that you not only 
seeing oneself in tenns of that diversity, keep in mind but experience directly and 

); can be vertiginous. But from my vantage with sympathetic attention other reali-
point, the ability to see feelingly what is ties. Please do consider planning your 
attractive in those myriad ways of being undergraduate career to include repeated 
is the glory of education and the test of or extended contact with other contexts, 
civility. It is true that there is much here within this COlUltry , or throQgh study or 
that I would consider shameful, wrong, work abroad: The University will simul-
and silly (though it is useful to be able to taneously be working to enact the para-
distinguish amongst these, and not sup-".;l'o>,.d.ox of being global in this 1'l<ice. 
pose that the last two are always, or ~n' Finally; the University is atlast a 

characteristically, the first). The reach of human place, where individuals - mind, 
healthy spirit is, however, the great thing. experience, and personality - meet other 
The ban, the denial is at times an essential individuals; where, as Menander has it, 
act for personal and social order, but is like relay runners one generation passes 
not itself the great act of the human spirit. to another the torch of life. Please do me 
Goethe's Mephistopheles characterizes the honoro£ talking with me as individu-
himself as the "Spirit that denies:" it is also With altthe nuanced differences of 
well to remember what character he is, background, of language, of thoughts, 
and to consider that he is not best cast as and desires amongst us, it is not a won-
the presiding spirit of a university. To der to me that we sometimes misunder-
understand the other, to take a reasoned stand. The wonder is that here is a place 
delight in difference, and then to choose where one has the sense that doing our 
to become (the) other in some principled intense best we may jointly understand 
ways: these are the acts appropriate to a each other at important moments in im-
university. The alternative is to sentence portant ways, and that we may out of 
oneself early and young to becoming those moments think and do otherwise 
more and more like oneself. - more and better than we have hereto-

Generations have particular tasks: fore. 
the crucial task of your generation, as A rich welcome to you. Here are a 
best I can see that, isto find better ways of few words on my way: what's yours? 
'conceiving and enacting certain seeming 
paradoxes: the creation of a plural soci
ety of equals; the global view which re
spects and aids the survival of local dif
ferences; a university as an institution 
which defines, requires, and enables the 
best while remaining in some significant 
senSe democratic, "public." The full force 
of diversity - racial, gender, cultural, 
institutional- seems likely to dominate 
the very end of this century and the early 
decades of the next, a diversity received 
both within this country and globally as 
simultaneous, rather than sequential, as 
one might once have experienced diver-
sity onthe ~'grand tour." The challenge is 
to conceive a .cultu,raland institutional 
order within which those lines of differ-

Ralph G. Williams is a Professor of En
glish and the second recipient of the 
Golden Apple Award from Students 
Honoring Outstanding Undergraduate 
Teaching (SHOUT). 
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An EncgJ,.ln"r:, wit~c,Symbolic Opression 
by Jay D. McNeill ety? Do you realize how bad it is:to:have little Irish children. "Institutionalized 

"Where are you going?" my mother the last name McNeill? I should make it bodily oppression!" I screamed, invigo-
asked me as I walked out the door. less obvious arid-change my name to Jay rated by my renewed indignation. 

"I'm going to the library in order tb Notre Dame. ' I thought 
learn more about my culture and my I'm telling of the bums, 
roots," I called back. you, I might as er, homeless 

"Yeah, dammit," I smugly thought. well give it up persons on 
After two years at the U-M, I had been right now!" ,_,-" South Uni-
graciously taught that learning about I left a ' ' ! ' . ,;-~ :;;-~ versity Av-
one's culture and discovering one's l"oots , dum b - " i ~' enue who 
ranks right up there,:with having an or~ " founded Mrs. ' ~, ~ I clutched their 
gasm. In spite of thiS, I had yet to un.. ' Notre Dame ,; , , booze bottles 
dergo the self-«lucating process of dis- and went to '; , a little tighter 
covery due to time restrictions, i.e. eat- my room to each time I 
ing, sleeping, watching "The Simpsons," pout over the walked past, 
working for the Review, and having or- misfortune of as if my Irish-
gasms. But, now that I was finally home having been American de-
for the summer and time was no longer a born Irish. Uh, , sires would 
problem, I felt that I needed to learn I mean Irish- make me steal 
something about myself and my cultural American. As their saliva-
heritage. After all, my cultural education I tho ugh tan d- b ac k -

c~nsisted of my. fath.er teUin?, me~ "We're about my fi.rst I knew U .. -elthough I sat directlyb~fore him, the Portly ~ash-tainted 
Insh, or something like that, while I was 20 years of life, One htJ but one stereotypical image burning in his mind liquor. 
still in middle school. I began to per- - that of me on a no-holds-barred drinking binge. I 

So I went to the library. After 15 ceive, with in- -,," ' 
grew 

minutes of reading, I decided that I was dubitable conviction, the horrible nature 
an expert on Irish history and took a of the. ethnocentric society in which I had 
great amount of satisfaction in knowing been living. 
that I was culturally sensitive towards all Reflecting on my life, I suddenly re-
of "my people" due to my newly-<liscov- membered being passed over time and 
ered knowledge. time again for a promotion at 

The next day, I went to interview for McDonald's, which, despite its decep .. 
a summer job, and I was greeted by a tively Irish appellation, remains a fer .. 
portly Dom Deluise-like character. He vently anti-Irish institution. McThis and 
welcomed me into his office, offered me McThat - all a mockery of my heritage. 
a seat and cheerily asked, "Can I get you I had been the floor-mop per and toilet-
a cup of coffee?" Ignoring my fondness scrubber for six straight years, and I often 
for coffee, I hesitated to: respond. Sud- wondered why I was never moved up to 
denly, I remembered reading about the the counter. At the time, I thought that 
stereotype that the Irish are all drunk- being repeatedly late for work and tak-
ards and the discrimination that many of ing excessive breaks had something to 
"my people" have endured because of it, do with it, but now I realize that my 
and I realized just what was happening. ethnicist cur boss didn't think I could 
I knew that although I sat directly before control myself at the soft-<lrink station. 
him, the Portly One had but one stereo- He probably thought I would create some 
typical image burning in his mind - that kind of potato famine and ruin his french 
of me on a no--holds-barred drinking fries. He probably doesn't even know 
binge. that the CIA deliberately poisoned the 

"You bigoted bastard!" I stammered. Irish potato crop in order to wipe out the 
"Just because I'm Irish you think that I Irish. 
need to have coffee to sober up, don't I then remembered the SAT test I 
you? Well, fat boy, you can take your took after my junior year of high school. 
ethnocentric job and your stereotypes I had done poorly on the math section. 
and go straight to Hell!" I walked out in Foolish me! It was not because I dropped 
a huff, thankful that I had gone to the out of Algebra I after only a week. Now 
library after all. I saw the light: the lack of famous Irish 

later that day, my mother, who has mathematicians had made it impossible 
the disposition of Norma Arnold, asked for me to relate to the material! 
me how my interview had gone. "Did I thought about St. Patrick's Day and 
you get the job, honeyr' soon came to the conclusion that elitist 

I chuckled at her condescendingly liberals in the U.S. government had in-
and said, MOb, naive one. You just don't vented the holiday out of guilt for previ-
get it, do you? Can't you see that we are ous acts of discrimination. It has since 
marginalized people in a ethnicist soci- become a day for pinching the heCk out of 

i ' J, 

even more 
depressed. I mean, oppressed. later that 
night, a high school friend, .Mike 
McKillen, and I were watching the 
ballgame on television. Anger swelled 
inside of me as I watched the Boston 
Celtics show their blatant insensitivity 
by displaying a leprechaun for a mascot. 
During half-time, a Miller Lite commer
cial featuring super-model Kathy Ire
land came on. 

"I used to like this commercial," I 
said, "but I've recently come to realize 
what it stands for." 

"What are you talking about?" Mike 
asked. "You were ready to do the knuckle 
shuffle when we saw it last week." 

"Wake up and smell the coffee!" I 
shouted, unaware that my anti-Irish ex
clamation only exemplified how society 
had conditioned me to look down upon 
my own ethnic heritage. "Don't you real
ize that as a fellow Irishperson, you are 
allowing yourself to be exploited? Not 
only is Miller trying to appeal your 
stereotypically-lrish desire to drink, but 
they are also employing an lrishperson 
as their spokesperson! And I don't par .. 
ticularly appreciate the fact that wymmin 
are being exploited like that, especially 
Irish-American wymmin." 

He looked at me as if I had suddenly 
turned into a big turd, but I didn't care. In 
fact, his reaction let me know that I must 
bring this immense problem to the fore
front of the American agenda, and what 
better place to start than the University of 
Michigan this coming fall? I think I'll get 
some of my fellow Irish-Americans to
gether in order to form an I~ yearbook 

and an Irish Student Union, found an 
activist group called the United Coali .. 
tion Against Anti-Irish Ethnicists 
(UCAAIE), organize a boycott against 
O'Sullivan's bar, damor for a speech code 
which prohibits the use of words such as 
"drink," "drank," and "drunk" from be-' 
ing said within a IS-mile radius of an 
Irish-American, demand that the U-M 
increase the number of Irish-American 
faculty members by 80 proof, er, 40 per
cent, require that the U-M subsidize and 
sponsor a day of no classes where stu
dents must attend various symposia deal
ing with the plight of the oppressed Irish 
(with Enya and Shirley MacLaine as the 
guest speakers), create lounges in all the 
dorms for Irish-American students, make 
us Irish the benefactors of affirmative 
action policies to make up for previous 
acts of discriminaijon, and demand that 
all of this be paid for by means of a tuition 
increase (with exemptions for lrish
American students, of course). And most 
importantly, in order for my fellow Sham
rocks to realize how bad things really 
are, an iriSh-American Studies Depart
ment should be created. Erin Go Braghl 

Jay D. McNeill is a junior in business 
administration and a contributing edi· 
tor of the Review. 

Do You ... 
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Want to meet lots of fun, 
new people? 

Need an excuse for not 
having a social life? 

Want to learn how to use 
PageMaker? 

These and many other bizarre, worth
while, intellectuaHy stimulating, en .. 
lightening experiences can be yours, 
if you join the staff of the Michigan 
Review. 
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writers, artists. business reps, re
searchers, columnists, and music 
reviewers. 
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7pm In the Michigan league. 
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What Happened to the Party of Lincoln? 
From file Deck to rm. Sea: Billet. lind 
the Republ#CMI PNfy 
MatlhewR ... 
Longwood AClldemIc 
Hlt'dcover, $36.00 
464pga. 

by Ken Johnaton 
Immediately after the Civil War, it 

appeared as though the young Republi
can Party had a lock on the vote of at least 
one segment of the population: blacks. 
Granted, the GOP would never be able to 
win the South, but a 
coalition of North-
'ern states and the 

the help of FDR) they formed an attach
ment to the Dempcrats. 

This allegiance was sealed by the 
Democratic emphasis on legislative 
means toward reaching. racial equality. 
Such legislative solutions reached their 
apex with the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
under Lyndon Johnson, which was in
tended to remove all remaining barriers 
that kept blacks from being equal to 
whites under the law. After this ad, many 
Republicans agreed with Nixon when he . 
stated in 1968 that there was no need for 

additional civil 
rights legislation. 

black vote in the 
South would afford 
Republicans the 
ability to remain a 
notable presence in 
national p.o1itic& . 

FROM THE DECK 
TO THE SEA 

Itisthis widely 
shared Republican 
belief that has lead 
many conserv'lc-
tives to advocate 

&Ida ... tile l IP W .. P'IIty policies intended to 
promote economic 
equality between 
whites and blacks 
by establishing an 
economkstrudure 
within which 
blacks could aspire 
to and achieve the 
economic' prosper
ity of whites. These 
approaches have 
been somewhat 
successful. Rees 

Something hap-
pened alonS the 
way to 1m In be
tween Abraham ' 
lincoln and George 
Bush, the. Republi
can Party lost the 
black vote while 
gaining the South. 
This shift in voting 
patterns is the pri-
mary focus of Mat-

Mlabewa-

thew Rees' book, From the Deck to the Sta. 
The title is ironically taken from a Frederic 
Douglass quotation which reads: "The 
Republi~ Party is the deck; all else is 
the sea." The GOP seemed to have abaft.. 
doned blacks, however, leaving them 
aRoat in Douglass' sea until the Demo
crats pided them up. 

This shift in poJiticalloyaities was by 
no means sudden. Franklin D. Roosevelt 
was the first Democrat to attract large 
numbers of blacks in 1936, but as late as 
Richard Nixon's first campaign in 1960 
Republicans were able to draw sizeable 
numbers of black voters. Ever since Nixon 
received approximately 35 percent of the 
vote in that year, however, blacks have 
voted en mJJSSt for the Democrats. 

The initial cause of this migtation to 
the Democratic Party was the Republi
cans' seeming indifference to black con
cerns. The Republicans began to take the 
black vote for granted, and became pr0-
gressively less emphatic about support
ing black civil rights. Eventually this com
placency led to a black abandonment of 
lithe Party of Uncoln" in favor of the 
Democrats. When many blacks saw their 
economic status and standard of living 
rise from their Depression levels (with 
~ ' .. ;. ::. ;.;.;:,; .; .• e. it ..... ;,,~.~,;~ .• • ; it; ".-;_i 

presents a variety of statistics which, con
trary to the historical claims of many 
liberal political economists, illustrate that 
many blacks, especially upper and 
middle-class blacks, increased their prO&
perity and reduced the racial "income 
gap" under Reagan's presidency. 

Rees recognizes that although income 
earned by college educated black males 
with six years of work experience rose 
from 75 to 98 percent of the average 
income of equally qualified white males, 
the income for black male high school
dropouts with less than six years of work 
experience decreased from 79 to 68·per
cent of that of equally qualified whites 
under Reagan. But he employs this sta
tistic in an attack on legislative methods 
of achieving equality, observing that "the 
schism highlights the fact that affirma
tive action has not aided, and at times has 
hurt, the group to which it has been 
targeted: the underprivileged." 

The bulk of From the Deck to the Sea 
deals with these and related ideas and is 
primarily a history of the relationship 
between blacks and the federal govern
ment, especially the president. The final 
two chapters and the epilogue suggest 
various p~b1e ~~p\.1pliCM strategies 

i. _ ........ ", " j .. , .$. •• ' i :: 

for winning black votes and explain why 
Rees believes that blacks should vote 
Republican. 

The most important thing that the 
Republican Party can do, according to 
Rees, is to get black Republicans into the 
public eye. Republicans need to show 
that "ideology [is] not grounded solely 
on race." It is in this vein that Rees prog
nosticates, 'The nomination of [Clarence] 
Thomas [to the Supreme Court] would 
very likely prove to be one of the most 
significant actions ever undertaken by 
the Republican Party in its efforts to win 
the support of the black population." 

Republicans should also .take advan
tage of the relative popularity of Bush (as 
compared to Reagan) among blacks. Bush 
consistently shows higher approval rat
ings from blacks than his GOP predec~ 
sors, espedallythe "Great Communica
tor." For Republicans foremve the black 
vote, th~ will have to lead "stronger 
outreach effOrts at state and lOcaIleveis," 

. Rees argues, explaining that, "Republi
can caildidates[induding BUsh} ••• Jmlst ;~ 
actively campaign for the blaclS..vot'e~ii· 
something' they. have . seldom done
even in modest degrees - in the recent 
past 

Rees also concludes that blatks can 
only improve their socjalstanding by 
voting Republican. He notes, for example, 
that by voting Republican, blacks will 
help the country eschew the outmoded 
legislative methods of pursuing racial 
equality, instead guiding us toward the 
more timely and promising economic 
methods espoused by Republicans. This 
wilhesult in various palpable benefits, 
including those already mentioned. 

More importantly, however, blacks 
will increase the value of their votes by 
voting Republican. II After working so 
hard and so long to free themselves from 
legal voting constraints, blacks on the 
national level are stillby-and-Iarge dis
enfranchised," claims Rees, because, 
"both Democrats and Republicans Wt 
all but predict black voting patterns prior 
to elections." With no competition for the \ 
black vote, blacks can have no one who . 
truly represents their views, Rees main
tains. 

An analysis of voting patterns and 
racial politics as lengthy as Rees' has the 
potential to be nearly as exciting as read
ing a faded and tattered calculus text
book in a foreign language, but surpris
ingly Rees is able to compose it in a way 
that captures and maintains the reader's 
interest. An interest in politics - espe
cially racial politics - is a pre-requisite 
for enjqxing the book, bl.4t even then, 

~ ' _, , . ' . l ) _ ~, .. , ~ ~ " ~ 
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From the Deck to the Sea will hardly grip a 
reader so firmly that he reads it in virtu
ally one sitting. Overall; though,.Jhe book 
is highly readable and its substance eas
ily accessible. 

The book is not without its flaws, 
however. There are times when Rees 
apparently contradicts himself and 
thereby weakens his arguments. For in
stance, he argues that blacks need to vote 
Republican so that "black interests" can 
be better represented. Yet earlier in the . 
book, however, he chastises Democrats 
for thinking that there exists a mono
lithic, concep~ally simplistic "black in
terest" for such ~ intellectually and ideo
logically diverse group of people. Ap
parently there are "black interests" when 
it is convenient for the author's purposes 
and arguments. 

It is also interesting to observe how 
Reesrationalizes the schism of racial in
com~ gaps between poor and.rruddleto 
upper-claSs blacks. He claims that poor . 
blades have not been helped by, and in 
sorneCases evenhUrtby; ~tiwa~;"'l . 
tion policies, while the wealthy have been 
aided' by the economic policies of the ' 
Reagan years. Rees · seems to draw an 
arbitrary line between the poor and the 
middle classes, saying ,One side is hurt by 
affirmative action, and the other side is 
helped by Republican economics. He fails 
to debunk an alternative explanation of 
the observed phenomena, specifically 
that the poor may have been hurt by 
Reagan's economics while the middle 
class benefitted from affirmative action. 
His failure to rule out such an alternate 
account leaves parts of his theorizing 
vulnerable to criticism. Rees needs to 
fleSh out his arguments in these areas if 
they are to withstand scrutiny. 

Despite such flaws, From the Deck to 
the Sea- is an excellent book for those . 
interested in ~ history of racial politics 
in America. Even someone who knows 
no\hing about. the subject will be able to 
follow the author's arguments due to the 
extensive history. he provides. Most im
portantly, Rees effectively injd:ts his sub
ject with a dose of something that our 
racial-political discourse has lacked for 
many years : common sense. 

Ken Johnston is a senior ' in political 
science and a staff writer for the Re
view. 
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It's the End of the World as We Know It. • • 
The End of History and the Lut Man 
Francia Fukuyama 
The Free Press 
Hardcover, $24.95 
418 pgs. 

by Joe Coletti 
In 1989, Francis Fukuyama wrote an 

essay for the National Interest titled 'The 
End of History?" in which he postul'lted 
that Georg Wilhehn Friedrich Hegel' s 
view of History as the struggl~ between 
competing ideologies ~as co~ing to an . 
end and that Iiberaldemocrades had 1 , 

emerged triumphant. ". . .. , 
In The End of HiS,f07¥ rm~ tJ1f pst M~, 

notably titled sans quest~6n mark, ' 
Fukuyama attempt,stq ,il!usrate then,a
ture of these ideologkal conflicts and 
their implications ft)f tf{~ future bf man . . 
He devises a five-:partplan to explicate 
his ideas, but in general, his aim is to 
overwhelm thl' reader with the insur
mountable tide of nations that are mov
ing toward liberal democracy. In the list 
for 1990 he includes such illustrious ex~ 

amples as Japan, Bulgaria and Romania: 
not admitting that he includes Japan only 
on the most formal gr~unds until Chap-
ter 22. ' . . 

Fukuyama argues' for a Mechanism 
of natural science and technology which 
guides the Universal ~istory to its 
completion. This Mechanism is a strictly 
economic one, and on its own it leads to 
the "rock candy mountain" o( ur\limited 
economic growth that Patrick Buc;hanan 
criticizes. The Mechanism, according to 
Fukuyama, leads to capitalism but not 
necessarily to democracy. Reason and 
purely economic desires can be fulfilled 
under authoritarian market systems like 
Singapore or Pinochet's Chile, Fukuyama 
main tai ns. ' 

Thymos - spiritedness or heart -;
cannot be fulfilled under this system; for 
it still features masters and slaves. The 
willingness to risk one's life is what makes 
man truly human, and it is the basic 
nature of all men to demand recognition 
as men. Only in a democracy are all men 
recognized in this way. They become 
both master and servant of themselves. 

The recognition one receives in a 
democracy, however, is not complete, 
for it only makes one equal to others. In 
most mel\ says Fukuyama, is a need to be 
seen as better than others. Not willing to 
deal with subtleties, he labels the recog
nition of one's self as another's equal 
isothymia and the recognitionof one's self 
as all~(~.~~~~.K"l9!~~;l\,ts· . . 

,.~ 

... and Fukuyama Feels Fine 

the loss of the ability to claim superiority 
over others that Fukuyama sees as the 
strongest internal contradiction existing ' 
in liberal democracies today. Fukuyama 
claims that democracy (and its central 
tenet of "tolerance") can become its own 
destroyer. Thro'ugh its constant leveling 
of people and ideaS, and its high praise of 
mediocrity, democracy cannibalizes all 
the good it can bring about by placing too 
much emphasis oil the egalitarian dream. 

Egalitarianism and the leveling of 
talents are also weaknesses of the Left, 
according to Fukuyama. While the revo-

I'il beiLS,.iMgilLia@ 

lutions in Russia; China and C~ba suc
ceeded partly be.cause of their claim to 
make al\ people equal, the very fact that 
a movement needs leadership means that 
there is a thymotic struggle for recogni
tion in such movements. The fundamen
tal contradiction of Leftist ideology, 
Fukuyama conterlds~ is that the leaders 
of the Left see themselves, and come to be 
seen, as superior to those they lead as 
well as those whom they oppose. When 
the Left attacks someone, it claims the 
person is ignorant or insensitive to the 
needs of whatever group the Left is fight
ing for and thereby shows its purported 
moral su periori ty ~ 

Fukuyama sees a more honest search 
for thymotic fulfillment among those on 
the Right who claim that equality in itself 
is not a worthy goal . They claim that 
there are inherent differences among 
people and creatures, and that these dif
ferences can be a good and necessary 
thing. This view does not require, as the 
Leftist view would if taken to its logical 
conclusion, that women be held to the 
same standards as men or that the life of 
a rat is equally valuable as that of a per
son. The conservative view is fully lib
eral in the classical sense and forms the 
basis of classical economics and modem 
world trade. This is why Fukuyama sees 

it as a more problematic objection to de
mocracy. 

After all, the Mechanism, as 
Fukuyama defines it, needs markets to 
function properly. He forgets, however, 
that some countries, most notably those 
in East Asia, have taken advantage of 
open markets at the international level 
while limiting the role of markets within 
their own borders, proViding for a neo
mercantilist method of achieving growth. 
In the end, however, whatever the means 
employed to attain modem levels of tech
nology and growth, open domestic mar
kets seem to be the only way these coun
tries can continue to gain access to the 
foreign JIl.arkets on which they rely, so 
this need not be a refutation of the direc
tionof history but instead merely a com
plication in its course. 

"rhese East Asian nations represent 
to Fukuyama the last extant challenge to 
liberal democracy, although he feels that 
if femini sts are accurate in their claim 
that the modern state does not allow for 
people to reach their full potential - a 
claim to which he gives little credence -
then a feminist state may develop as a 
future challenge. He discounts the abi l
ity of the East Asian, group-based soci
ety to spread beyond the geographic re
gion it now covers, largely due to its 
historical construct - that is, the Confu
cian hierarchical values at the heart of 
East Asian society. Johnathan Rauch, in 
rae Outnation, counters the idea of geo
graphic limits by pointing to Plato's Re
public as a similarly hierarchical system 
in which all men know their place. 

Fukuyama feels that East Asian sys
tems crush the individual and do not 
allow him truly to develop his identity 
and fulfill the requirements of thymos. In 
this he is right, for the hierarchical sys
tem as practiced in East Asia demands 
that the individual subsume his value to 
that of the group to which he belongs. In 
so doing, the individual's power is sup
planted, thereby discriminating against 
newcomers and reducing the number of 
possible areas where on~ can prove his 
worth. 

The reason Fukuyama sees the East 
Asian system as the last viable alterna
tive to Western liberal democracy is be
cause of the recent shift from the libertar
ian to the communitarian idealism among 
liberals and conservatives alike. Noting 
the lack of community in the U.S., 
Fukuyama observes that the constant 
public outcry for new, positive rights 
and the resu]tant establishment of such 
privileges (which are nowhere to be seen 

in the Constitution) has gone too far and 
needs to be checked. 

He does not allow this need to force 
him to call for a new morality or a resto
ration of common values - a return to 
God being out of the question for 
Fukuyama since he, as Nietzsche before 
him, believes that God is dead. While 
Nietzsche took this as a great sadness 
although still liberating for man, 
Fukuyama sees it only as liberating. 
Fukuyama has no need for the overman 
of Nietzsche, no need for a valuer, be
cause he is content as a last man. He sees 
many opportunities left for man to ex
press his need to be recognized as better 
than others - e.g. in sports or politics
but acknowledges the end of philosophy 
and art. 

Overall, Fukuyama's book is a good 
introduction to some of the ideas of Kan~ 
Hegel, Nietzsche, and Fukuyama's own 
enigmatic idol, Alexandre Kojeve . 
Fukuy#a.wa. is at his least controversial 
w.hen comparing the id,eas of Hegel to 
those of Locke and Hobbes as a basis for 
the liberal democratic state. When speak
ing of the recent history and the eventual 
future of nations, however, his arguments 
tend to weaken and he puts blinders on 
to prove his own theory. Also in his 
discussion of the Mechanism of Univer
sal History leading to the emergence of 
Democratic Man, he uses the Shift Key a 
bit too often. 

The problem of where mankind goes 
from here, however, is a serious one over 
which the debate has just begun. 
Fukuyama deserves credit for entering 
this debate early and effectively. He has 
addressed the central issue of whether 
democracy fulfills all the needs of man's 
soul as described by Plato (desire, rea
son, and thymos) and offers an answer. 
One can agree or disagree, but Fukuyama 
has set the parameters of debate. 

Joe Coletti is a senior in Asian Studies 
and a contributing editor of the Review. 
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Diversity Seminar Improved, Remains Wanting 

t 

by Andrew Bockelman 
Of all the programs attended by in

coming students during Summer Orien
tation, none has generated so much con~ 
troversy as the Diversity Seminar. With a 
history of indoctrinating impressionable 
students with a "politically correct" 
agenda, the Seminilr has long been a 
subject of debate at the University of 
Michigan. This year, however, it appears 
that the Seminar is attempting to dis
tance itself from its ugly past by making 
a concerted effort to de-emphasize its 
political inclinations. 

The change is both much needed and 
much appreciated. Many of the aspects 
which have riled critics in the past, such 
as the assembly of liberal extremists to 
facilitate discussions and the program's 
hostile environment, have, for the most 
part, been acknowledged and corrected. 

While it is refreshing to see changes 
for the better in the Seminar's format, it 
has not yet been cured <?f all that ails it. 
The seminar falls short in that it stiU 

- .-~--------------

the multi-faceted issue of diversity. 
Since its inception, the actual pur

pose of the Diversity .Seminar has. re
mained rather unclear. In 1987, the United 
Coalition Against Racism (UCAR), pre
sented a list of 12 demands to the U-M 
administration, one of which was for "a 
mandatory workshop on racism and di
versity;" The original intent, according 
to a UCAR spokesman quoted in the Ann 
Arbor News, was "to set thegroundrules 
for students during orientation and make' 
it clear that students who engage in racist 
acts will face sanctions." This intention 
feU by the wayside, however, as the serru
nar evolved into an orgy of leftist politiCS 
and adopted the purpose of inculcating 
students with the "politically correGt" 
ideology of the far left. Evidence of this 
indoctrination is now eroding, and the 
current,seminar appears to have taken 

. on the'more reasonable purposes 'Of sim
ply exposing students to some of the 
different forms of intolerance they may 
experience on camRus and encouraging 
them to discuss related issues. 

The most notable change in this year's film and. contribute to its inaccuracy. The 
Ser.ninar is its film presentation. One of film also habitually excludes other claims' 
last year's films, entitled "Commitment which conflict with the administration's 
to Diversity," was Iittl.e more than Ii laugh- sentiments, yet are nevertheless legiti-
ably obvious public relations ploy, fea- mate. Noticeably absent are.students who 

. 'claim it is 
i unjust for 

the Univer
sity tohmd 
racially ex
clusive orga
nizati ons, 
such as the 
Black Stu
dent Unioo, 

A flier prepared by last year's facili
tators but distributed this year is Ii 
morally deficient guide to radical po
litical involvement at the U-M. 

turing U-M President James Duderstadt 
discussing two of his favorite subjects: 
diversity and himself. Duderstadt's jaun
diced concept of diversity presupposes 
that people of the same ethnic group, sex, 
sexual preference, etc., think alike and 
have the same experiences. Such shallow 
thinking had previously permeated many 
of the messages conveyed thrOUg~ 

. Seminar. . ... 
The "Student Voices" film, which 

features students lamenting their encoun
ters with racism, sexism, and 
heterosexism at the U.,.M, is still shown 
to orientees, although it has been up
dated from last year. The film exempli
fies the tension which exists on campus, 
but blows the problem out of proportion 
through a tendentious and a-contextual 
presentation. While many of the claims 
of intolerance presented. in the video are 
understandable, some are conspicuously 
asinine. One graduate student, for ex
ample, lamented that a professor wQUld 
not lethim take a certain advanced class 
- he assumed the professor's refusal 
was because of his race. Such open
ended contexts are commonplace in the 

which annu
ally receives $35,000 from the U-M. A 
complete, more representative film 
would put the problem in proportion 
and incorporate a wider variety of criti
cisms of life at the U-M. 

FollQwing the film presentation, 
orientees engage in small group discus
sions of the" -isms" . In the past, many 
discu~on facilitators h~ve use<it.lli$tiroec 
as an ~nregulated opporhlOitY to ~d
vance their personal ideologies. They 
would inform orientees of those views 
which are "tolerated" at the U-M and 
those views which are "politically incor
rect." This usually included tirades 
against the United States, Western cul
ture, and the so-called "white male power 
structure." While deploring the use of 
generalizations, the facilitators con
structed a monolithic identity for hetero
sexual white males which cast them as 
perpetrators of social injustice and im
pediments to utopian radical agendas. It 
can now be said, thankfully, that the 
Seminar is maturing and moving away 
from its disgraceful origins. 

Facilitators seem to have taken the 
more appropriate role of prompting dis-

~(f> 
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cussion rather than advancing their own 
views as is they were omniscient. The 
appropriate role of the facilitator is delin
eated in the facilitator handbook: to pro
mote discussion, not anger. At the start of 
each discussion, fa-

''-, 

ciety. 
Some parts of the small group dis

cussions mandate participation, a prac
tice which places undue pressure on stu
dents who are not comfortable with 

cilitators inform the 
students of the 
ground rules: there 
is no "politically 
correct" mode of 
thinking, any opin
ions may be pre
sented, and every
one should respect 

While many of the claims of in
tolerance presented in the video 
are understandab Ie, some are con
spicuously asinine. 

the opinions of others. These guidelines speaking. Students are required to evalu-
are a foundation for rational discourse. A ate both the film and the discussion and 
few longstanding aspects of the discus- participate in an exercise. While demand-
sions, however, apparently deter many ing comments may force students to take 
from speaking their minds, and require a side, it also pressures them to conform 
attention. and avoid comments which might spark 

Facilitators are instructed to correct a debate. If students were given the op-
"misinformation," without criticizing tion of participating, they could speak 
orientees. In theory, this is beneficial to willingly and express more genuine 
the learning environment, but in prac- views - as would be the c~ In virtually 
bce, it is entirely misguided. The facilita- any imaginable naturaLsetting. Manda-
tor handbook prOVides pre-established tory participation makes se~se only if 
responses for the facilitators when con- one believes that the Seminafshould be a 
fronted with certain anticipated ques- Freshman Group Encounter Session. 
tions. These routine responses strictly One of the mandatory exercises fa-
represent only the liberal version of the cilitators may choose is "Take a Stand." 
answer. These responses, however, may An imaginary line is first drawn down 
be assumed correct and authoritative de- the middle of the room; one side is desig-
spite their ideological nature. Moreover, nated as the "comfortable side," the other 
they are often not subject to further ex- the "uncomfortable side." Students are 
amination. A common "misinformed" required to stand on whichever side of 
statement is that admissions standards the room best represents their personal 
at the U-M are unequal. The official line sentiments in regards to various issues 
given by the facilitators is that all stu- involving race, gender and sexual orien-
dents at the U-M meet minimum re- talion. Neutrality or indecision are im-
quirements. This response'does not re- possible, as students may not stand on 
veal that a student must o~ly meet the the dividing line. The questions deal with 
minimum requirements for the college such topics as interracial dating, the 
or school of the U-M to which he applies. Catholic church, homosexual families, 
Similarly absent is the blunt honesty dem- and II appropriate" gender roles. The pri-
onstrated by Assistant Director of Un- mary flaw of the exercise is that it ignores 
dergraduate Admission Don Swain, who many of the complexities surrounding 
recently told the Reviw that the U-M particular issues, thus making reasoned 
must "take a wider range of test scores to responses difficult. Most obviously, the 
meet Affirmative Action targets."Other pressure to conform is tremendous, par-
responses range from sweeping gener- ticularly since students may not resort to 
alizations about certain ethnic grQups, a middleground. Students. wishing to 
which give way to stereotypes, to other avoid a controversy will naturally move 
markedly leftist presumptions about so- ·to the more populated side. . 
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The implicit nature of many of the 
questions is a further cause for skepti
cism. Many questions are built upon 
dubious assumptions, such as one which 
asks students how they feel about racial 
bias on the SATs without previously es
tablishing that bias in fact exists. This 
practice is disturbing, because it polar
izes complex and sensitive issues and 
then requires students to "take a stand." 

While many positive changes are 
evident, reminders of the Seminar's di
dactic past linger on. The most auda
cious evidence of this is a flier offered to 
students at the end of the discussion, 
which is meant to inform them about 
how they can "get educated" and "get 
involved" with the discussed issues. This 
flier, prepared by last year's facilitators, 
is a morally deficient guide to radical 
political involvement at the U-M. It en
courages students to take classes such as 
"Project OlAreach: Social Change," which 
was eliminated last year amidst much 
controversy. It promotes militant cam
pus organizations such as ACT-UP, ideo
logically charged groups such as the 
Feminist Women's Union, white male 
and Western culture bashing clubs in
cluding the United Coalition Against 

Racism (UCAR), and simply misnamed 
groups like the Ella Baker-Nelson 
Mandela Center for Anti-Racist Educa
tion, which does little to ease racial ten
sions on campus. The flier recommends 
authors such as Angela Davis, who is 
notorious for her criminal activity and 
advocacy of communism. Nowhere does 
it encourage students to engage in objec
tive analysis of differing arguments, nor 
does it tell them of the dubious nature of 
these causes. Moderate authors, not to 
mention conservative or libertarian ones, 
obviously have no place in our Diverse 
New World's library. It is campus poli
tics at its worst. 

All things considered, the Seminar 
has moved in a positive direction, even 
though many aspects remain in need of 
refinement. Students need better expo
sure to all sides of the issues at stake 
before they can draw informed conclu
sions freely and without the pressure of 
nonsensical campus politics. 

Andrew Bockelman is a sophomore in 
economics and an executive editor of 
the Review. 
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Stalking the Authentic Ann Arbor 
by TSTaylor 

Wherever you are right now, in a few 
weeks you'll be in Ann Arbor, the town 
that surrounds the U-M campus. Be
sides the paid-for reason that brings you 
to these comfortable environs, the au
thenticity this town provides is an equally 
worthwhile education. Off campus, there 
is an array of places which will add to 
your next four years. 

In that vein, let's explore some au
thentic parts of Ann Arbor. These are in 
no particular order and the list is cer
tainly not exhaustive. Most of what's 
here are places that don't spend mega
bucksonPR. 

Washtenaw Dairy, one of the last 
independent dairies ffi Michigan, is lo
cated on W. Madison at Ashley. Ice cream 
cones "are the size of a softball," said Jim 
Jr., Hand nobody eats a double." There is 
no reason to get a bank loan to have a 
sweet time out with friends or family: 
these ice cream cones cost only a dollar. 
Washtenaw Dairy opens for coffee and 
donuts at 5AM "every day except Christ
mas," Jim Jr. continued, "and stays open 
untillOPM every night. Last night was 
slow - we only had about 1500 people 
come through and only two back-ups." 
Since 1934, Washtenaw Dairy has sup
plied residents and businesse~ alike in
cluding all the new espresso places. 

India Motorcycle Sales UnLtd., on 
Uberty between First and Ashley, wraps 
57 years t>f authenticity into sales, parts 
and service of the British motorcycles 
BSA, Triumph and Norton. Even though 
the last new British bike came in the mid-
70s, Mohammed TI, now in his mid-80s, 
keeps his living going with the remain
ing flock. India Motorcycles "defects (to 
other motorcycles' repair) to help out 
those who help us out," he said, and his 
work o~ British and non-British bikes 
overflows during the season. "Students 
have worked here and were the best help 
we had," the founder said. "They wanted 
to learn and get a wider education. Un
less they are educated and travel, they 
are not civilized and they aren't living." 

Drake's Sandwich Shop is on N. 
University Ave., across from the Diag. 
Since 1929, everything Drake's has served 
has been made on the spot, from watch
it-being-squeezed lemon or limeade to 
sweets and teas of all sorts and sand
wiches to satisfy every non-yuppie pal
ette. There are over 150 different teas to 
try and just as many candies. Inspect the 
interior - especially the high tin roof, an 
architecture of an era gone by which 
recalls a less strenuous time. Sit at the 
soda fountain counter, In the high-backed 

booths, or, with an overflow crowd, up
stairs in the Martian Room. The Martian 
Room was so named Ql the 1950s when 
the original (and current) gray vinyl seat 
pattern suggested an abstraction that was 
out of this world. 

Herb David Guitar Studio stands 
on the comer of Ub-
erty and S. 5th Ave. 
This is w here strings 
and thin woods sing 
,together. It is an inter
national mecca for 
acoustic instruments, 
including their repair 
or creation. Herb 
David grew "enrap
tured and absorbed," 
he said, ''by an Arme
nian lu~~ and his 
craft.aVer 30 years 
ago;" while working 
toward a Ph'D. He cre
ates about 30 commis
sioned instruments a 
year and is now mak
ing a Celtic harp, which combines a mer
maid and a Unicorn into the woodcarv
ing, for the Irish Rovers. Additionally, 
the studio offers lessons for all stringed 
instruments, several woodwinds and 
some percussion. "We want to teach 
people how to have fun with music. Don't 
'practice,' just play all you can," said 
David. In his travels, he found that the 

" ancient Greeks' personal values of mu
sic, art, commerce, service, spiritualism 
and sport build real personal values for 
any culture, any time. "The 60s 'vibes' 
might have seemed mystical, but they 
were not weird," he says. "Science tries 
to explain what the craftsman already 
knOWs./I No town should be without such 
an emporium; Ann Arbor is fortunate to 
boast one. 

Jerusalem Gardens is found on S. 
5th Ave. between Liberty and William. 
Here you find great food straight from 
the Middle East, complete with atmo
sphere, hospitality and wallet-and purse
pleasing prices. Open seven days a week 
until8PM, with an occasional line extend
ing outside, Jerusalem Gardens has only 
five years' residency but dispenses cen
turies of authenticity. Every year they 
have been voted "Best one-thing-or
another" at the top of the food chain. 

Angelo's is a seven-days--a-week 
diner on the comer of Catherine and 
Glen, near the Medical Center. Angelo's 
has earned high esteem for its breakfasts, 
lunches, friendliness and daily-baked 
raisin bread - all of which rose into a 
twice-released popular song, II Angelo's," 

by Dick Siegel. The diner has recently 
been remodeled to seat 120 customers, 
but it survived the change intact. Tracy 
Lee Komarmy, a former waitress and 
local singer, told the Review, "it's a brave 
little store front with the University grow
ing all around and it's kept its flair" for 

over 36 years. Pat 
Vangelatos, the 
owner's mom, said 
"we taught people 
how to eat bread 
again." 

Walking through 
Nickels Arcade is an 
adventure. Across 
State St. from the 
northwest comer of 
the Diag there are 
over a dozen shops 
inside, which by 
today's standards 
makes it a mini-mall. 
But its craftsmanshi~ 
and archite<jure--dis
tinguish it from strip

malls - this is an arcade. One of its no
table shops is Maison Edwards, purvey
ors of fine tobacco since 1963 (and coffees, 
recently). The aroma is a scent of authen
ticity complimented by a stepped dis
play of wares, including ornate lighters, 
pipes of every sort, coffees and a collec
tion of accessories to suit the tastes of any 
traveler. 

The Performance Network at 408 W. 
Washington, just west of First St., is within 
casual walking distance from main cam
pus. Regularly providing a vibrant black 
box theatre for discerning audiences, the 
Performance Network is internationally 
known and the site of many U.S. and Ann 
Arbor theatrical firsts. PN survives on a 
concern for society and its art by hosting 
a multitude of local plaYWrights and se
lected national tours. It started ten years 
ago not knowing whether it would be 
around for the next ten days. This Ann 
Arbor gem features plays, dance, drama 
and a couple of party performances ev
ery season. Over half the PN productions 
this season were written locally. This fall 
PN opens with Isabella, Three Ships and a 
Shyster. 

Ann Arbor Civic Theater moved to 
new quarters this summer (its fourth 
building in 63 years) and is now on Platt 
Rd. between Washtenaw Ave. and S. 
Huron Parkway. AACT produces six 
major Main Stage shows of popular fare 
per year in town and five performances 
on their 2nd Stage bill at Old Friends 
Theater on Platt Rd. Main Stage opens in 
September with Wait Until Dark at the 
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Lydia Mendelssohn and 2nd Stage opens 
with Candida. This civic theater involves 
several hundred participants from the 
community every year. 

The Ann Arbor Theater, on S. 5th 
Ave. between Washington and Liberty, 
has two cozy screens for quality films. It 
was and is an art film outlet in the better 
sense of that identity. During the last 12 
years, AAT has struggled to compete 
with the crass cinematic mega-plexes 
that mushroom on the outskirts of town. 
Fortunately, it is closer, has a friendlier 
staff, higher quality movies and tastier 
concessions, including teas, coffee, co
coa, Soho Sodas and fresh muffins. Mati
nee rates apply daily, even holidays, with 
Tuesday specials most of the year. 

The Michigan Theatre on Liberty St. 
and owned by the people of Ann Arbor . 
since 1980, has been refurbished to its 
original 1928 glory. Golden gilding, high 
ceilings and chandeliers add a sparkle to 
its sublim~ allure. See movies, plays, or 
live performances in the main house or 
the lobby; it's a high proftle:dperatioii 
supported by the community, and still 
authentic. 

Ann Arbor started public parks in 
1836 and now has over 1800 acresJor 
green-fun. You can lose the concrete 
jungle in a hurry, and should. Bums Park, 
located five blocks southeast of campus 
near Wells and Lincoln, offers 15 culti
vated acres of breathing space. The park 
is equipped for basketball, tennis, soft
ball and BBQ and offers restrooms, shel
ter and barrier-free access. Gallup Park, 
named for Eli Gallup, who was Park 
Superintendent for 42 years starting in 
1919, provides 83 acres of tranquility 
worth visiting. It is also barrier-free. En
ter on the southwest comer of Fuller at 
Huron Parkway. Canoe, picnic, meet 
people, walk, or just wander around this 
multifunctional green space with water 
attached. For a temporary disappearance 
into the woods, visit the Arb (Nichols 
Arboretum), a few blocks east of campus 
off Geddes Rd. It offers 123 acres of trees, 
grassy spaces and solitude amongst roll
ing hills. 

Top of the Park is an artistic use of an 
unaesthetic concrete blot. Yes, it's atop a 
parking structure connected to the Power 
Center. The transformation occurs only 
in the summer for 20-plus consecutive , 
summer evenings right before the Art 
Fair. Top of the Park(ing structure) magi
cally transfonns itself into a no-<:harge 
music and movie space outdoors. This 
event was a hit when it started only 9 
years ago. You get to park your mind for 
a few hours instead of your car. 
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The Ann Arbor Art Fair overtakes 
the town for five days in July and draws 
a collection of folks who put the football 
crowds to shame. Three distinct but coin
ciding fairs, ranging in age from 22 to 33 
years, stretch from South U. to Main St.. 
Besides the crafts, one finds several mu
sical stages, art and a dozen or so booths 
for non-profit organizations. The Art Fair 
is a love-it-or-Ieave-it event, so once 
may not be enough. Then again, it might 
be -- find out for yourself. 

Another Ann Arbor event, the Hash 
Bash, has been drawing mixed reviews 
for 21 years. It was renamed this year to 
the Ann Arbor Hemp Festival and is 
now accompanied by a NORML rally. It 
is the early April event which draws na
tional attention and several thousand 
people to campus to politic for the re
legalization of a certain plant used by 
humanity successfully for several thou
sand years until a movie was made about 
it. No matter what your politics, the Bash 
is a sight to behold, unless you are the U
M, which this year failed in its attempt to 
snuff out the event through the exercise 
of prior restraint over NORML's free 
speech. The Hemp Fest has recently tried 
to address ecological and economic is
sues. 

Metzger's is the longest prospering 
restaurant in Ann Arbor. It offers an 
American menu plus its original South 
German kitchen menu. Started in 1928 
and now in its third generation of family 
ownership, Metzger's trains its own chefs, 
imports over fifteen German 
beers, half a dozen wines and 
continues to make it's own 
spatzle, German pasta. "We make 
it fresh daily," said Walter 
Metzger, son of the founder and 
father of the current owner, "so 
we go a little against the grain, I 
guess." From 1939 to mid-1941, 
Metzger's, along with the rest of 
the German community, had a tough 
time because of thf? paranoia and ani
mosity generated from Europe. The Ann 
Arbor News printed an open letter in 1941 
that improved communication and 
people came back; many even voluntar
ily apologized for their fears, said 
Metzger. The most popular order is 
Sauerbraten with red cabbbage and 
spatzle. 

Argiero's Restaurant and Market is 
about six blocks northwest of campus 
near the Farmer's Market. Argierio's 
works both ends of it's building. The 
west end on Detroit st. houses the 12-
year old restaurant, and the east end on 
N. 5th Ave. recently added a market. Its 
southern Italian food and market go 
hand-in-glove. "We cook what we sell, 
and we sell what we cook," says Michael 
Argiero, "so if you want a recipe for 
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something from the restaurant, weih<\.ve 
it [and the ingredients] in the market." 
Either they make it themselves -like the 
pasta and sauces -- or they import it 
from Italy (75%), or from Italians in 
Toronto, Montreal, New York or New 
Jersey. A trip to southern Italy without a 
passport is not a problem in Ann Arbor. 

The Del-Rio Baron W. Washington 
at Ashley is much more than "just an
other watering hole." This low-lighted, 
high-minded establishment can be ab
sorbed for hours, and is, by a relatively 
regular assortment of people. Another of 
the few remaining tin-ceiling establish
ments in town, it features the most eclec
tic variety of background music (about 
32 square feet of cassette tapes) you'll 
find anywhere. Cooperatively owned by 
its employees, the Del-Rio has been in 
the community for 22 years, serving re
gional beers and live Sunday evening 
jazz. Families, hip locals and jazz aficio
nados are all welcome in a pleasant sur,... 

d' ."",. 
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Krazy Jim's Blimpy Burgers is right 
around the corn(!f from West Quad on 
Division at Packard. Blimpy Burgers has 
been feeding the real-beef clientele since 
1953, and getting their deserved rave 
reviews since the beginning. You order, 
you watch it being prepared, you eat and 
enjoy every meal. 

At PI's Used Records and CD's, on 
Packard between Hill and State, you'll 
find loads of recycled records, tapes, and 
CD's. PI's now presents a "No-Kick-

Drum Acoustic Concert Series" inside 
this 2nd floor store which holds fifty 
people, packed. "I'm giving local bands a 
chance to stretch out with acoustic mu
sic," said P.J. Ryder. Concerts are on the 
first or second Friday of the month around 
5:30. This is the place for musicians to 
connect with others, as patrons have done 
for 20 years. 

Nielsen's Flowers is foremost on any 
flora tour. Find it over the river, around 
the bend, on Maiden Lane northwest a 
couple blocks from the U-M Hospital, 
where the shop has been since 1934. There 
is a large, public display greenhouse 
which was built before Nielsen's was 
there -- a must-visit. Flowers from 
Nielsen's mean something special in Ann 
Arbor. Nielson's grows its own poinset
tias and annual plants, and offer scads of 
cut flowers. At least visit the Christmas 

or Easter open house. the street from city hall. The Museum 
Hertler Bros, Inc., on Ashley between offers a double dose of authenticity - if s 

Washington and Liberty, is another place in the old fire station. Whether you are a 
for the gardening inclined (or curious) to kid or a phYSicist, it's worth the visual 
visit. Hertler Brothers has prOVided and tactile visit. Yes, you can touch that, 
plants, potting soils, seeds, fertilizer and it's OK here. 
information for 86 years and has a drive- David's Books is on Liberty St. just 
through for quick pick-ups. They also west of State St. The stairway to the store 
offer free diagnosis of plant problems reminds you of climbing a ladder in an 
and alternatives to chemical solutions. old-fashioned library. Featuring used 

Ann Arbor Implement Co. is located books in a library layout, this shop's 
just one block farther west on First Street shelves supply hours of browsing for the 
and has supplied outdoor machinery for curious and the serious. They said their 
the Earth-oriented crowd for 71 years. fastest moving author is Jack Kerou~c. 
Just looking at all the equipment is visu- David's Books has a new cat, by the way: 
ally stimulating for the mechanically- Dick, a short-haired black furball with 
inclined. Above the service counter is a four white boots and a white breast. 
working, original neon sign from Kiwanis is on the comer of W. Wa'>h-
McCormick-Deering, yes, the reaper ington and N. First St. Twice a year 
people. The successful transition from Kiwanis has a weekend binge for re-

·horse-clrawn plows to riding lawn mow- cycled household and personal sttiff.lt's 
~rs is authentic to Ann Arbor. a packrat's true heaven, and the money 

Right around the comer on W. Lib- received is used "when a need is served," 
ertyis Schlenker's Hardware, complete The Kiwanis sale is worth the anticipa-
with clean-swept wooden floors and bins tion, the visit, and the price. And if you 
of everything. Schlenker's sports a thor- have something that needs a new home, 
oughIy knowledgeable and friendly staff. give it to them. 
Visually, this is a gold mine for hardware The Heidelberg on Main Streethas 
widgets of all sorts and its two-story ... ...three floors to serve you and a Sunday 
building could supply Home ImprOtle~ morning a11-you-can-eat brunch. If you 
ment well. into the next century; it has $pei\lk German,.they'll understand you, 
already been supplying this town since but English works just fine, too. TheHei-
the previous century. delberg opened 31 years ago with all oId-

On E. Hoover, kitty-corner from the country recipes and later added Ameri-
1M building, find Purchase Radio Sup- can cuisine plus a wide assortment of 
ply, which has been crackling for 55 years. imported beers, wines and liquors. Good 
Electronics supplies from the tube and company and Central German food are 

Marconi antenna era through what you'll find at the Heidelberg. The 
the latest digital whizbang- third floor is the site for a First Tuesday 
gizmo are available there. The Poetry Slam and an on-again, off-again 
shop's feel almost suggests that (currently on) weekend rock-n-roll dub 
a cracker barrel is around the featuring bands from across Michigan 
corner in the next room with and the U.s. 
amateur radio mixed into local Campus Bike and Toy is on William 
discussions. Browse their Ii- two blocks west of the Diag. It has been 
brary rack for computer info, providing and repairing self-propelled 
electronics plans or get your wheeled vehicles and a wide assortment 

specific components here. of toys since 1933. Whether you need 
Art students and loft builders alert: training wheels, boards, blades or high-

Fingerle Lumber Co. is the least expen- tech accessories, Campus Bike and Toy is 
sive place for supplies. Besides having a rolling part of the Ann Arbor picture. 
ten acres of inventory in town, their cash With all the authentic places and 
and carry prices are lower than their events around here, one more authentic-
builder's wholesale rates and they sup- ity exists -- the variety of people. Ann 
ply everybody else for 300 - 400 miles Arbor has the most international popula-
around. A few years ago a Fingerle cata- tion in Michigan. Walk slowly and ob-
log, and a corresponding order, surfaced serve: that's an adventure too. Remem-
in Taiwan. So they filled a containerized ber to bring this issue with you when you 
cargo box, shipped it, and were "paid by come. Use it as a guide, it works that way. 
a letter of credit drawn on a Paris bank," And forget thee not thine map! 
said John Fingerle. "That's the farthest 
we've gone so far." It's more than "just 
nice" to have a 61 year-old lumber yard 
smack in the middle of town on E. Madi
son between Main and S. 5th. 

Go to the Hands-On Museum for an 
afternoon some time this fall. It's on the 
comer of Huron and N. 5th Ave., across 

TS Taylor is a staff writer and computer 
consultant for the Review. He thanks 
the Grex computer conference mem
bers for their help (761-3000). The sift
ing was tough - Ann Arbor offers so 
much! 
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U-M's Speech Code Defeated ,< 

Continued from Page 1 
and regulations to punish those who per
petuate, motivate, and participate in any 
type of racist activity." 

Over the next year, a variety of inci
dents contributed to the appearance that 
racism was rampant at the U-M. Racist 
fliers were twice slipped under the doors 
of staff members in Mosher-Jordan resi
dence hall. In September 1987, then-LSA 
Dean Peter Steiner made re
marks which many felt were 
racist. Finally, in December 
of that year, Chris Daley, a 
disc jockey at WCBN-PM, a 
campus radio station, played 
a song entitled "Run, Nigger, 
Run." While activists alleged 
that this was evidence of rac
ism, they neglected to note 
that the song was originally 
written by slaves and was 
meant to encourage blacks 
to flee the radst South - a 
fact Daley failed to announce 
before airing the song. 

In mid-January, with 
campus tensions continuing 

,fy, 

~ ~~.'.t 

Racism (UCAR) argued that the policy 
gave too much discretionary power to 
administrators and that "'discrimination' 
is defined so vaguely as to possibly jeop
ar.dize the freedom of expression of anti
radst groups." 

Challenging the Policy: Doe v. Univer
sity of Michigan 

The following year, the American 
Civil Liber-

to mount and media atten- Maureen HartfOTd - su!!§tantive change 
tion remaining focused on OTemptyrhetoric?We'llfnowsoonenough. 

ties Union 
filed a suit 
against the 
U-M on be
half of 
W e s Ie y 
Wynne, a 
grad ua te 
student in 
biolo gica I 
psychology. 
For fear of 
retribuVon, 
Wynne filed · 
the suit as 
"John Doe." 
W1Me was 
contemplat
ing research 
on theories the U-M, then-interim Presi-

dent lWbben Fleming pr~' a policy 
(within a week of assuming the post) 
which he hoped would alleviate the U
M's troubles. 

Offidally titled the Policy on Dis
crimination and Discriminatory Harass
ment by Students in the University Envi
ronmen~ it was approved several months 
later on April 15, 1988, by the U-M re
gents. 

The policy sought to punish students 
for ver~al or physical behavior which 
"stigmatize[dl or victimize[d) an indi
vidual on the basis of race, ethnicity, 
religion, sex, sexual orientation, creed, 
national origin, ancestry, age, marital sta
tus, handicap or Vietnam-era veteran 
status." 

By this time, administrators had been 
attempting to implement a code of non
acadefJ\ic conduct for nearly two decades. 
One explanation for the implementation 
of this particular policy was that student 
activists, although they constituted a 
minority of students, were extremely 
vocal and managed to publicize widely 
their unpleasant accusations of racism. 
The administration had simultaneously 
managed to adopt a code to control stu
dents' behavior and remQve itself from 
the media's critical focus by disspelling 
its image as an institution untesponsive 
to the problem of racism. 

The same student activists who made 
charges of pervasive racism and de
manded the University take action 
against racist speech and behavior, how- . 
ever, opposed the implementation of the 
policy. In an opinion piece in the Michi
gan Daily, the United Coaltion Against 

IQtking human behavior to race or sex' 
and feared that discussing such theories 
would be considered a violation of the 
policy. 

Just prior to going to court, the Uni
versity suspended part of the policy, in
dicating that it knew that its policy would 
not pass a test of constitutionality. 

In August 1989, U.s. District Judge 
A vern Cohn ruled the policy unconstitu
tional on the grounds that it was vague 
and overly broad. The court noted that 
the policy was written such that, on at 
least certain points, a person of average 
understanding would necessarily have 
to guess at its meaning. In making its 
ruling, the court considered not only the 
text of policy, but also a brochure that 
listed specific examples of behavior which 
would not be permitted under the policy, 
and its history of enforcement. 

The Interim Policy 
The follOWing month, on September 

15, 1989, Duderstadt implemented the 
interim policy. In language far more spe
cific than that which doomed its prede
cessor, it prohibited, "[p )hysical acts or 
threats or verbal slurs, invectives or epi
thets referring to an individual's race, 
ethnidty, religion, sex, sexual orienta
tion, creed, national origin, ancestry, age 
or handicap made with the purpose of 
injuring the person to whom the words 
or actions are directed and that are not 
made as a part of a discussion or ex
change of an idea"ip~logy or philoso
phy." 

It is noteworthy .that almost all the 
incidents which activists'originally dted 

as examples of pervasive racism on cam
pus would not have been violations of 
the interim policy. 

Although the R.A. V. ruling has ne
cessitated serious reform of the interim 
policy, the University had already been 
moving to implement a permanent policy 
prior to the R. A. V. decision. The 
University's renewed interest in devel
oping a permanent policy, however, has 
been largely due to the efforts of two 
recent U-M graduates. 

The UW arren Report" 
Last December, then-third-year law 

students Michael David Warren, Jr. and 
Peter Mooney were the chair and vice
chair (respectively) of the Student Rights 
Commission (SRC) of the Michigan Stu
dent Assembly (MSA), the U-M's stu
dent government. Warren and Mooney 
noted that in the statement preceding the 
text of the interim policy, one explidt 
purpose of circulating the interim policy 
among students had been to stimulate 
debate on it before a permanent policy 
was put into effect. 

They contacted members of the U-M 
administration to become involved in 
this supposedly ongoing debate. They 
discovered, however, that althou,gh.the 
interim policy had been impl~mented 
over two years earlier with the intention 
that it would ultimately be replaced with 
a permanent policy, very little of the 
expected debate was taking place - es
pedally within the administration. The 
administration, in fact, seemed content 
to let the interim policy stand indefi
nitely. 

To reinvigorate the debate over the 
interim policy, Warren and Mooney cre
ated the SRC's Subcommission on the 
Interim Policy and began conducting re
search on the prindple of free speech in 
American history; First Amendment case 
law; the content, intent, and effect of the 
interim policy; and its history of enforce
ment. 

Several weeks later, they presented 
their findings in a 42-page report which 
relied heavily on case law and academic 
commentary in its analyses. The report 
concluded that the interim policy was 
unconstitutional, denied students due 
process, was subject to abuse in its en
forcement (in part because its enforce
ment could not be subject to public scru
tiny), and should be replaced with a sym
bolic statement against discrimination. 

Proposing a New Policy 
When the administration refused to 

abolish the policy, Warren and Mooney 
w,orked to create a permanent policy 
which ~ould serve to p~otect speech on 
«;~pus and punish only ,violence and 
property damage which were intended 
to intimidate or harass another individual 
op .~~ basis of race, religion, sex, age, etc. 

The UniverSity rejected their pro-
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posal and instead insisted on a policy 
which would also address threats. War
ren and Mooney were hesitant to include 
restrictions on such language in a code of 
non-academic conduct. 

While they conceded that threats are 
not constitutionally protected, they feared 
that including any speech would open 
the door for unconstitutional speech regu
lation in the future. They were similarly 
concerned that the University was not 
necessarily qualified to determine when 
there is reasonable cause to believe that 
physical harm or injury, or property dam
age will follow a threat. 

Eventually, however, they included 
threats in the final draft of their proposed 
policy, being careful to use language 
which could not be broadly interpreted 
to have the effect of regulating speech. 

Warren and Mooney graduated in 
May 1992, leaVing the process of devel
oping a. permanent policy unfinished. 
They left the then-ament draft of their 
proposal, Draft #4, with Hartford, with 
whom they .had worked on developing a 
permanent policy. 

Since MC\y, Hartford has continued 
the process of developing a permanent 
policy. (At press time, Draft #8, dated 
June 22, 1992, was the most current com
pletEl;dtaft; J)QWeyer,it wilJsoon be su
perseded by Draft #9, which is currently 
being edited.) This proposed policy 
would punish students who caused 
physical harm or injury to another indi
vidual, destroyed property, or threat
ened to commit such acts (where there is 
reasonable cause to believe such threats), 
regardless of their motivation. 

Additionally, a student would be in 
violation of the policy "if that student 
uses race, ethnidty, religion, sex, sexual 
orientation, creed, national origin, an
cestry, age, marital status, handicap or 
Vietnam-era veteran status to affect the 
terms, conditions, privileges, or benefits 
of an individual's education, employ
ment, housing or participation in a Uni
versity activity." The proposed policy 
also prohibits sexual harassment. 

This proposal differs Significantly 
from the interim policy. The interim 
policy identified several detailed criteria 
the speech or behavior in question had to 
meet in order to be punishable, but the 
current proposal uses broad language 
that leaves unclear exactly which speech 
or behavior might be sanctionable. 

The new proposal also reveals a gen
eral shift in what the administration 
wishes to regulate. Both the original 
policy and the interim policy were de
signed to shelter members of "protected 
groups" (racial minorities, women, and 
homosexuals) from insensitive speech. 
~obertSedler, the ACLU'slead attorney 
in Doe, has said that in instituting the 
original policy and the interim policy, 
"the University was attempting to estab
lish a secular orthodoxy under \he guise 
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of equal edu cati onal opportunity for 
minorities by prohibiting ideas offensive 
to them." 

Sl>dler suggested that the University 
could avoid the potential problem of 
over-zealous administrators mis-inter
preting the proposed policy if " uses" 
were changed to "discriminates on the 
basis of' and if "to affect" were changed 
to "with respect to." 

If the proposal were modified per his 
;uggestions, however, it would no longer 
addre&<; the "problem" that the first two 
polides'were intended to resolve, namely 
insensitive hate speech directed at mem
bers of certain groups. The University, he 
explained, could construct a constitu
tional code which prohibits discrimina
tion (as the current proposal seekes to 
do), but it simply cannot regulate speech 
based on its content. 

In the Wake of R.A.V. 
Hartford was in the process of col

lecting student input on Draft 1t8 when 
the RA. V. decision was announced. The 
administration, therefore, found itself in 
the fortunate position of having had stu
dents conduct research and form the be
ginnings of a new poli0' just at the time 
the interim policy was rendered uncon
stitutional. 

It is necessary, however, for students 
to evaluate critically the administration's 
past actions. It is instructive, for example, 
to consider the University's defense and 
handling of the interim policy both prior 
to and after the KA. V. decision. 

Asked more than a week prior to the 
KA. V. decision whether she believed that 
the interim policy, as currently written, 
explained, and enforced (the three as
pects of the U-M's original policy con
sidered by Judge Cohn in ruling it un
constitutional), would pass a test of (on
stitutionality in court, Student Discrimi
nation Policy Administrator Virginia 
Nordby responded, ''Taking all three to
gether, yes." When asked if she felt that 
the text of the policy alone would pass a 
test of constitutionality, she replied, "I 
guess I'm going to decline to respond to 
that, because my opinion on that subject 
is not relevant. It's Elsa Cole's opinion on 
that subject that's relevant." 

What Nordby'S response reveals is 
that as a legally-trained, high-level ad
ministrator charged with enforcing the 
interim policy, she herself lacked the con
fidence to affirm its constitutionality. 

. When asked the same questions, 
prior to the R.A. V. decision, Cole an
swered "yeS' to both. 

On June 26, 1992, however, after a 
meeting with Cole, Hartford stated that 
''It is [Cole's] opinion that parts of the 
policy would not pass a test of constitu
tionality ." 

Some have noted that, in light of the
UniV\'l"Sity's repeated implementation of 
policies which amount to unconstitu
tional speech codes, it is uncertain if the 
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ad ministrati on is capable of <;onstr,ucting which was assumed to be at least a year 
regulatory guid elines on studlWlts' be- old, according to Nordby'S secretary, and 
havior without the assistance of a court therefore outdated as class offerings and 
of law. content change from term to term. 

Nonetheless, the administration T"0ay (Nordby'S office was kind enough to pro-
have finally solved its legal troubles. The vide Whitaker's office with a copy.) 
current proposal, called the Policy on BothNordby and Cole play impor-
Violence and Intimidation on Campus, is tant roles in the administration and en-
worded similarly .to - if not exactly the forcement of the interim policy. Neither 
same as - state and of them, however, 
federal laws. (Draft could answer 
1t9 has been tenta- questions as to 
tively titled "The whether a class 
Student Commu- taken as part of a 
Iiity Statement of punishment under 
Student Rights and the policy would 
ResponSibilities." ) appear on a 

What the student's tran-
adminstration is es- script, if the stu-
senti ally d.oing, dent would be re- . 
therefore, is re- quired to take the 
codifying extant class for credit or a 

stud ent groups that often rely Oli some 
degree of "discrimination" in order to 
retain the identity of their group. As the 
SRC's Investigative Report on the In
terim Policy notes, "Although most or
ganizations allow membership to any
one interested, others should be given 
the <t..<;SQciational freedom to control their 
membership ranks. Without such au
tonomy women's organizations may not 
exclude members on the basis of sex; 
Black Panthers must allow white stu
dents into their activities; Christian fun
damentalists would be compelled to al
low homosexuals into leadership roles; 
and lesbian and gay societies would be 
forced to allow heterosexuals into their 

. most intimate discussions. . .. . An 
organization's dedsion to shut others out 
may be unwise, but the University should 
not mandate unrestricted access." 

law. Most students grade; whether a A Proposal for the Proposal 
have not yet had the student would Some critics of the policy charge that 
opportunity to have to incur any it is framed in an entirely one-sided man-
evaluate the current additional tuition ner and that if Hartford, a self-proclaimed 
proposal, but some. 1/ costs, or if a stu- champion of students' due process rights, 
have already ex- U-M P~~sldent Duderstadt was out of the dent would be re- truly believes that the proposed pohcy 
pressed their>~n- country wilen R.A.V. was announced. quired to take such would not deny students their rights, 
ion that it creates little more than a kan- a class in addition to a full academic load. then she would include a clause in the 
garoo court that may entail "double jeop- Nordby did, however, admit that these policy which would allow for students to 
ardy for the accused. It is not clear, for were all "interesting questions." sue the University for damages if they 
example, whether the proceedings of a Similarly, the policy states that the ,_ .• mean prove in court that their rights have 
UniveThity judidary could be used against Policy Administrator (Nordby, in H:tfs been abridged. 
a student in a court of law. case) "shall maintain a list of appropriate Such a clause would allow a student 

Hartford says that a policy is neces- community service activities." Nordby, todaim monetary compensation for dam-
sary because local, state, and federal laws however, stated that "those things are ages to his reputation and his education, 
are inadequate to deal with any inddents not planned and scheduled sufficiently as well as allow him to recover legal fees. 
that might occur on campus (although in advance" and, therefore, no such list is It might also include a provision barring 
the proposal is not limited to student maintained. the University from using the policy for 
behavior on campus). Yet, in 1987 when Class attendance and community some period of time if the student won 
a student was charged with assault and service, unfortunately, are not the only such a lawsuit, because the University . 
battery and fourth degree criminal sexual areas in which the administrators charged would have proven itself incapable of 
conduct, his arrest, arraignment, and re- with enforcing the interim policy are properly administering the policy. 
lease on the condition that he not return unclear as to what it means. Both the As long as the U-M is in the business 
to the residence hall (where he and the interim policy and the proposed policy of investigating, judging, and punishing 
women who identified him as their as- prohibit discrimination which will affect students' behavior, it would be wise to 
sailant lived) all occurred on the same a student's "participation in a University cOftside.r such a clause. If the administra-
day - vis a vis the court system. (The activity." But no one seems to know - tion really believes in its own poliCies 
student withdrew from the University.) much less agree on - just what consti- and judidary, it should have no objection 

Administration and Enforcement 
• of a Policy 

The problems created by a code of 
non-academic conduct, however, do not 
arise solely from its content and effect. 
For example, if a student is determined 
to have violated the interim policy, one 
of the possible sanctions is " class atten
dance." 

The policy states that "Lists of ap
propriate classes are available from the 
Provost and Vice PreSident for Academic 
Affairs [Gilbert Whitaker]." An inquiry 
to Whitaker's office revealed that the per
son who should have been able to pro
vide a copy of the list had no idea.what it 
was and, in fact, had to photocopy the 
Review's copy of the interim policy be
cause she was unfamiliar with it. 

Repeated inquiries at Nordby's of
fice finally turned up a list of classes 
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tutes a "University activity." to providing students a means of recourse 
Nordby stated, "If a student group if their rights are abridged. 

received money from MSA, l'hat activity rinkm . R . d . al C 1 
probably would meet the University ac- Karen S. B an IS a esl enti 0 -

tivity definition." When asked if that defi
nition was written anywhere, she replied, 
"Not in the policy and not anywhere 
else." 

Cole seemed fairly certain that the 
functions of a student group not receiv
ing any funding from the UniverSity 
would not be University activities. When 
asked about student groups which do 
receiVe funding, Cole was completely 
uncertain whether the group's functions 
would be considered University activi
ties and stated, "I just don't know that 
much about student organizations." 

The question remains aitical because 
the proposed policy also fails to define 

lege senior in French and communica
tion and the School of Art and the pub
lisher of the Review. 
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Lollapalooza's Divine Darkhorse Band 
by Mel Blffwick 

The most exciting act on this 
summer's Lollapalooza concert tour 
might not be the top-billed Red Hot Chili 
Peppers or ultra-hip Seattle rockers 
Soundgarden and Pearl Jam. Rather, the 
Jesus and Mary Chain, led by the Scottish 
brothers Jim and William Reid, may very 
likely upstage some of their better known 
tour companions with the help of their 
electrifying live performances, which 
have earned the outfit a virtually legend
ary status on the underground scene. 

The Jesus and Mary Chain are this 
year's Lollapalooza underdogs - a 
darkhorse band whose music approaches 
the scathing and insistent sound of two 
modems interfacing. The band exploded 
onto the alternative world in the 
mid·1980s with the phenomenal 
Psychoamdy, an album that earned the 
group a steady following and the acclaim 
of critics. 

The group spent the next several 
years attempting to control and expand 
their sound, but these efforts, while good, 

were somewhat disappointing. The re- toward cacophony, and occasionally 
cent release of Honey's Dead, however, moves in the harsh direction of the in-
successfully combines the best elements dustrial genre. Yet the album displays an 
of the band's early days with an uncom- eclecticism rarely before displayed. "Far 
promising accessibility. Gone & Out" 

Whereas PSYChO- ~' pauses and 
candy creates a festival jangles while 
of such static and dis- _ . "Good for My 
tortion that one might , , - - l'~ : I Soul" drives 
unconsciously reach for I ',' .• al ong just 
the radio dial in the c louder than a 
hope that a slight tap " whisper . 
will clarify the recep- Tunes like 
tion, Honey's Dead dis- "Reverence" 
ciplines the deliberate and "Sugar 
roughness and makes it Ray" evoke 
succumb to the de- JimandWtlliamReid, the Jesus and MillY Chain the brashness 
mands of melody. The casuallistentr of vintage Jesus and Mary Chain mate-
might today ignore the prescient rial, but arrive in a package fit for at least 
PsychocandyJ finding it intolerab~; that semi-popular consumption. The deep, 
same l}.stener will find Honey's D.e,ad the brooding low-end groove of "Teenage 
work of a band which has not lost touch Lust" will appeal to the grunge rock set, 
with its experimental roots and has also and clearly would be the album's best 
effectively crafted a series of competent track were it not for its brevity. 

is best suited for dark comers and dimly 
lit spaces. It's a mood, and to achieve 
maximum effect requires just the right 
atmosphere. How it will play in the early 
afternoon at Lollapalooza's carnival am
bience and amidst many distractions re
mains to be seen, but one suspects the 
loss of an important element. Neverthe
less, the necessarily short set-lengths at 
Lollapalooza might give the band and its 
incendiary roadshow an edge over a com
petitor who is slow to peak. Expect The 
Jesus and Mary Chain to come out blaz
ing, sustain a crescendo from start to 
finish, and then disappear, leaving the 
crowd satisfied but wishing the group 
had instead swung by St. Andrew's on 
some hot summer night. 

The Jesus and May Chain will be 
joined on the Lollapalooza '92 tour by the 
Red Hot Chili Peppers, Ministry, Ice 
Cube, Soundgarden, Pearl Jam, and Lush 
on June 31 and August 1 at Pine Knob. 

songs. The Jesus and Mary Chain ru:,e km'....... Mel Biffwick doesn't live here anymore. 
The music of Honey's Dead often rages damentally a nightclub act whose music 

Two Suggestions for Summer Listening 
by Crusty Muncher 

Yo-Yo 
BIRck Pearl 
East/West Records 

Last year Yo-Yo released her first 
LP, Make Way For the MotherJode, with the 
help of Ice Cube, Sir Jinx, and the then
unknown Del the Funkee Homo Sapien. 
She was only 19 and the record was hard. 
She scolded the ho;, cursed out the niggas, 
and somehow managed to do it all with 
class. On 
Moth er 10 d 6, 

Yo-Yo proved 
that she could 
rap as well as 
Queen Latifah 
or Monie Love 
but she was 
harder, the 
Cube/Jinx 
beats gave her 
tracks a punch 
not found on 
previous fe
male hip-hop 
records. Sure, 
she got a little 
too preachy at Yo-Yo 
times, but never as obnoxious as the Sis
ter Souljah poop of late. 

Like many of hip-hop's biggest 

names, Yo-Yo hails from South Central 
Los Angeles. At age 17 she joined Ice 
Cube's Lench Mob and made her debut 
on "It's A Man's World"from Cube's 
Amerikkka's Most Wanted album. Since 
then she has released Motherlode, orga
nized a women's support group called 
the Intelligent Black Women's Coalition, 
made an appearance in the movie Bcyz N 
the Hood, and released her second effort, 
Black Pearl. 

On the cover of Black Pearl, a trendy 
peace sign serves as the first' 0' in her 

name. The streetwise 
rapper has definitely 
changed. She is ob
Viously packaging 
herself with a 
blunted edge, and 
unfortunately going 
for that "wider audi
ence" appeal. Never
theless, Black Pearl 
does include a good 
share of hard core 
tunes. 

The opening 
track and first 
single,"Home Girl 
Don't Play Oat," rips 
like the Yo-Yo on 

Motherlode. Next comes "So Funky," a 
slow tune that, along with the title track, 
drowns in mushy contemporary R&B 

softness. Too many tracks on Black Pearl 
are rendered punchless, spoiled by wa
tered down elements of R&B/ new jack 
swing that could make this rap record 
another tragic Top 40 crossover. 

On "Cleopatra" and "A Few Good 
Men" Yo-Yo gets tough like she should 
have stayed all along, rapping in a style 
much like her mentor, Ice Cube. Cypress 
Hill's Muggs produced '1t's A Long Way 
Home" and, like his work on the new 
House of Pain material, the song is strong 
but sounds too much like his own group. 
Sir Jinx brings in some live instrumenta
tion on a funky "I Can't Take No More" 
that musically incorporates a street sound 
with Yo-Yo's new radio friendly style. 

Yo-Yo is one more hard core rapper 
to do her share of selling out with her 
most recent effort. It is hard to believe 
that executive producer Ice Cube let it 
happen. 

Overwhelming Colorfast 
Overwhelming Colorfast 
Relativity Records 

Add Overwhelming Colorfast to the 
short list of bands that can get very heavy 
but at the same time accompany a sludgy, 
guitar-laden progression with a mature, 
memorable vocal melody. Although 
Husker Ou, Dinosaur Jr., and Soul Asy
lum have done wonders with this gen-

",.",...-"""",."-",... :,~~""",,----.. ,, ..,.. 
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eral formula, only Nirvana has sold 
zillions of records doing something along 
these lines. 

Overwhelming Colorfast formed two 
years ago in Antioch, California, and af
ter releasing a demo on a local indie, 
good things began to happen. They 
hooked up with the most sought after 
producer in the world of modern Ameri
can guitar rock, Butch Vig (L-7, Smash
ing Pumpkins, Nirvana), and recorded 
their debut for Relativity. 

Vocalist/guitarist Bob Reed has a 
voice remini~ent of both Soul Asylum's 
crooner and Matthew Sweet. (Interest
ingly, the album includes a cover of the 
Beatles' "She Said, She Said," a song fre
quently covered by Sweet on stage.) Songs 
like" Arrows" and "Totally Gorgeous 
Foreign Chick," with their psychedelic 
guitar lines and pop vocal melodies sound 
like the Screaming Trees meets Soul Asy
lum with Sweet at the mic. "Forest" and 
"Loser" are very much in the vein of 
many of Vig's Sub Pop clients, save that 
Colorfast never resorts to talentless 
screaming. In terms of songwriting, Reed 
and his band are more appropriately filed 
under "alternative." 

Campus icon Crusty Muncher encour
ages freshmen to check out the A 2 music 
scene. 
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Ann Arbor's Big Chief is Finally Bigger 
by Crusty Muncher 

It seems that Ann Arbor's very own 
godfathers of grunge, Big Chief are 
movin' up darn quickly. The band has 
been out on the road with the Beastie 
Boys and will soon tour with the Cult. 
Face, the band's first collection that you 
won't find over-priced in the import bin, 
includes nine fuzz-groove ditties and a 
hip-hop instrumental entitled "Wasted 

on B.C." 
You're sadly mistaken if you think 

that Big Chief is a part of two of the 
hottest gigs of the summer simply be
cause of their association with the one
way-ticket-to-platinum Sub-Pop label. 
These guys played a large role in the 
creation of the scene that's just now rul
ing the charts and airwaves. No, they're 
not Seattle citizens, but, along with Green 

Heralded as 
..!";' 

the 
best pizza 
around. 
Or even 
square. 
/Jest ill 111l1l /\,./Jo,. hv n'alkrs 
of the I\lichigan Daily: 
198\ 1986, 1987, 1988, 
1989, 1990, 1991, 1992 

CENTRAL CAMPUS 
546 Packard/H i 11 
665-6005 

NORTH CAMPUS 
927 Maiden Lane 
995-9101 

MEDIUM I LARGE 
PIZZA $5.95 : PIZZA $8.95 

Medium deep dish or round 
pizza with cheese and one 

topping, only: $5.95 
plfH 'fff 

: Large deep dish or round pizza 
I with cheese and one topping 

: only: $8.95 
1 p{us ((I.r 

One ("l'upon per piZ7.a . Valid at l'ackarlVllil1 lOne coupon per pll.l.a Valid atl'ackurtVllili 
& I3roadwayfr\,\aidcn Lane loc atiuns . Not valid I & Broadway/Maiden Lane 1(ll';Jli{lns. Not valid 

£"}.ft. !it at William St . restaurant I £"}.H..!it at William Sl. restaurant 
\.2u..<\~ 11m or COllage Inn Cafe . \.2u..<\~ JIll) or COllage Inn Caft' . 

s·~.".;U1'iZ7.d'" bpires Octohcr \. 1992 1 5,,~· ,·';U'Pizzd~ hpires: Odoher I. 1992 . 

River, Soundgarden, and the Melvins, Short or M.e. Pooh .. . NWA's Eazy-E 
they created the sound. and Compton's young wiz D.J. Quik 

There's no better place to get pum- produced Paid the Cost, the debut LP 
meled by Big Chief's heaviness than at from newcomers Penthouse Players 
Ann Arbor's Blind Pig, the band's home- Clique. The record is not as strong as 
town stomping would be expected, but 
grounds. It's been al- it does have some cool 
most two years since tunes like "P,LF," and 
they've played locally, "Trust No," which fea-
so a gig will be in order, tures raps from Eazy, 
and long overdue by Qui}<, andAMG. Tweed 
the time students re- Cadillac and Playa 
turn. Hamm are capable rap-

Speaking of rock n' pers, but many loops 
roll of the fuzzy and and samples have been 
beautiful sort, L-7' s recycled and overkilled 
Bricks Are Heavy album by other west coast rap-
may \!,ery well be the Bi Chief pers. 
summer's best. Their g Jason Everman, 
cOO1petitors in the feminine post-punk former guitarist with both Nirvana and 
genre, Hole and Babes in Toyland, do Soundgarden, has joined Mind Funk for 
not even come close, L-7 are often radio- the band's second LP ,.. Sell your 
ready and always extremely heavy, a Lollapalooza ticket and check out Live, 
Go-Go/s-meets Black Sabbath combi- Arrested Development, Helmet or Bad 
nation. Relig~tl on tour this summer. 

Cracker will appear on ABC's /lIn "" .• , A new record from l)etroit's dance/ 
Concert" airing August 21 ... Thought techno gap Inner City hits stores by late 
Industry are a Kalamazoo based artsy- July ... After 7 releases a new one on 
thrash outfit and their recent Metal Blade August 25. 
release is entitled Songs for Insects . Wailing Souls, a Jamaican reggae 
Kalamazoo native and Metallica bassist band in the business for 15 years, have 
Jason Newstead helped them get their released their debut on Columbia Records 
record deal .. , Folk/ country songwriting entitled All Over tile World, Their music is 
genius James McMurtry will release his an accessible blend of traditional reggae 
second LP of small town stories and su- with modern technology. Drum ma-
perb musicianship soon, J oh n chines and sequences take the rasta 
Mellencamp was execUtive producer and grooves to levels far beyond anything 
"Where's Johnny" is the fir st Single, you'll hear on popular dancehall records. 
McMurtry, a master storyteller, is still Songs like "Shark Attack" and /I AllOver 
writing amazing and untouchable songs, the World" are likely hits that may make 

Zoo Records, the label that gave us the Wailing Souls a crossover smash. 
great music like The Odds, Webb Wilder, The Smashing Pumpkins will do 
and Matthew Sweet, are losing it. Two the Redding Festival in England on Au-
recent releases, the Pooh Sticks' The Great gust 28, They are billed with Public En-
White Wonder and Kill- emy, EMF, and Ride, 
ers' Murder One, win 
the Sister Souljah Gar
bage Album of the 
Summer Award, Kill
ers are a metal band 
that sound and look as 
silly as their name, and 
the Pooh Sticks are a 
dopey retro-pop band 
making idiots out of 
themselves. 

N2Deep are a rap 
duo from Vallejo, Cali
fornia with a debut on 
Profile Records entitled 

Penthouse Players Clique 

among others. The band 
hope to release their 
next album in February. 
Frontman Billy Corgan 
is also working with a 
Chicago band called 
Catherine. He pro
duced their single on 
Limited Potential 
Records and is trying to 
hook them up with a 
contract. Corgan de
scribes the band's sound 
as a "noisy, poppy En
glish thing with a 

Back to tile Hotel. Their sound combines 
the signature west coast funk of Digital 
Underground or Ice Cube with the 
minimalist Oakland programming of Too 

Pumpkin aesthetic." 

Crusty Muncher never sleeps. 
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COLLEGE LIFE CALLS 
FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA. 

North Canlpus 
769-5511 

Central Campus 
761:..1111 

W & S Quad Area 
761-9393 

Open Till 2:00 a.m. 
Sunday Thru Wednesday 

Open Till 3:00 a.m. 
Thursday Thru Saturday 

, I 1--' ~ ~ I ,t, I ( , ~ t I ., ~ f - ; - { --~ , ~ j, t ~ --;- ,4 ,-,-, -;-: ~;i - -( t" 
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Sept. 12 
Sept, 19 
Sept. 26 
OcL 3 
Oct. 10 
Oct. 17 
Oct. 24 
Oct. 31 
Nov. 7 
Nov. 14 
Nov. 21 

Notre Dame 
Oklahoma State 
Houston 
Iowa 
Mighigan State 
Indiana 
Minnesota 
Purdue 
Northwestern 
lIIinios 
Ohio State 

Spot The Noid During Move in Week 

And Get A Free Coke , , 

..r 

... 

~~~ NOBODY 
~KNOWS 
,,~ LIKE 

INOJS~ 
like Pizza At Home. 
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